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INTRODUCTION 
0.1. There are various ways to study the structure of Jordan triple 
systems or Jordan pairs. For example, if the Jordan triple system is prime, 
one can use special types of polynomial identities, as was done by 
E. Zelmanov in [ 141. Or, if the Jordan triple system has a rich supply of 
tripotents, one can use grids, as was done in [S]. 
When using the grid approach for a class g of Jordan triple systems, one 
shows that the triple system in % contain a covering grid, or, in case of 
triple systems on topological vector spaces, a grid with a dense cover. The 
structure of the triple system in % can then be determined using the 
classification of grids and coordinatization theorems [S, II and III]. It was 
shown in [8, IV] that this approach is applicable for such classes as 
(1) finite dimensional semisimple Jordan triple systems or Jordan 
pairs over algebraically closed fields (of characteristic # 2 in the case of 
triple systems), 
(2) compact Jordan triple systems, 
(3) certain types of Jordan triple systems on Banach spaces which 
naturally arise in analysis, so-called Hilbert triples and atomic JBW*- 
triples. 
The grid approach is also an essential tool in the work of G. Horn on 
JBW*-triples of type I [3]. 
The methods used in [8] to classify grids came from Jordan theory. 
They required a detailed study of various types of grids. It is the aim of this 
paper to show that the Peirce relations between tripotents in a grid are 
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naturally described by 3-graded root systems. Root systems provide a more 
systematic framework for the classification of grids, making case-by-case 
considerations unnecessary. As an application, we introduce grid bases of 
tripotents and, based on this new concept, describe Jordan triple systems 
and Jordan pairs, spanned by a grid, in terms of generators and relations. 
There are other applications, for example in the description of Lie 
algebras and groups associated with Jordan structures, These will be 
pursued in subsequent publications. 
0.2. Before we go on to explain the results in more detail, we give some 
rough descriptions of the objects we are dealing with. 
A cog (see 3.1) is a family 8 of tripotents in a Jordan triple system such 
that two tripotents e, f~ 6, e #f, are either orthogonal (e I f) or collinear 
(e T f) or one governs the other (e I-J’ or e --1 f). A cog is called closed 
(3.2) if every product of two or three tripotents in the cog which 
“naturally” is a tripotent, is associated to a tripotent from the cog. A grid 
(3.5) is a special type of a closed cog. 
Root systems are defined in the usual way [2, 1.11, except that we do 
not assume that they have finite rank. This generality is necessary to 
include cases like the examples (3) in 0.1 above. A 3-graded root system is 
a root system R which has a disjoint decomposition R = R, w R, w R ~ i 
such that R-,=-R,, (Ri+R,)nRcR,+jand R,=(RI+R-,)nR. 
0.3. A first hint to the close connection between cogs and the l-parts of 
3-graded root systems (R, R,) is the observation that two roots c(, /I E R,, 
z # p are either orthogonal (a I ,!%, i.e., 3: (s(, /I) = n/2) or collinear (c( T /3, 
i.e., $ (~1, p) = 7c/3) or one governs the other ((x I- ,8 or fi k a, where N + fl 
means k (a, /I) = n/4 and /IcI(/ < llpil). In fact, we show in 3.2: 
THEOREM A. For et’ery closed cog 6 there exists a 3-graded root system 
(R,R,) and a bijection &-+R1:e-+e* such that for all e, f cz t” we haue 
e%‘f o e*Bf *, where d stands for I, T, or F-. 
Up to isomorphism of cogs, the 3-graded root system is uniquely deter- 
mined by & (3.4). 
0.4. In a special case, (R, R,) is quite easily described. Namely, let us 
assume that d is finite and spans a Jordan triple system V over an algebrai- 
cally closed field k of characteristic 0. We imbed I’ in its Kantorr 
Koecher-Tits algebra X(V) [4, 5, 121. This is a 3-grad.ed Lie algebra, 
X( I’) = X1( I’) 0 X0( I’) 0 XP i( I’), with Xi(V) % V.. Under our assump- 
tions, it is semisimple and finite dimensional over k. The root system R of 
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X(V) with respect to a Cartan subalgebra ;x’c X0( V) is then naturally 
3-graded, such that the spaces &( V), i = f 1 or 0, are spanned by the root 
spaces X(V), with LXE Ri. Moreover, relative to a properly chosen 
2 c X0(V), the root spaces X(V),, CI E R,, are exactly the one dimen- 
sional subspaces panned by the elements of b. It is then easy to see that 
e + e* = CI, where eE X( V), c X1(V), gives a bijection as needed in 
Theorem A. 
0.5. The procedure in 0.4 has the drawback that it can only handle the 
very special case, for which it was described, but not the general case of an 
arbitrary grid in a Jordan triple system over a ring. To prove Theorem A 
in general, we have to proceed differently. The main idea is the following. 
A 3-graded root system R is determined by its l-part R,. Hence, it is 
enough to construct R, from d. As we know, RI is a set which is naturally 
equipped with three relations (I, T, and I-). It is now possible to 
axiomatically describe the l-parts of 3-graded root systems as sets 
equipped with three relations I, T, and t- satisfying certain axioms, which 
are given in terms of I, T, and c- (2.2 and 2.14). In a sense, this provides 
a description of 3-graded root systems by generators and relations. 
Once this description is established, one simply has to verify that the 
relations I, T, and + in a closed cog & satisfy the axioms. 
0.6. We give several applications of Theorem A, e.g., the classification 
of closed cogs up to isomorphy (3.4, 3.12) and a new proof for the 
classification of grids, up to association (3.8 and 3.12). The most important 
application, however, is the definition of grid bases of tripotents which are 
defined via grid bases of 3-graded root systems. 
Roughly speaking, a grid base of a 3-graded root system (R, R,) is a vec- 
tor space base Bc R, such that every root in R is an alternating sum of 
roots in B (1.5). A grid base of tripotents is then a cog whose relations I, 
T, and I- are those of a grid base in a root system and which satisfies an 
additional “rigidity condition” (3.6). Such families were the essential tool in 
the classification of grids in [S, II]. However, they appeared there as seven 
different types of cogs without a general definition. Using grid bases in root 
systems, one can give a unified treatment avoiding case-by-case considera- 
tions. 
0.7. A grid base of tripotents in a Jordan triple system P’ generates 
a special type of a grid, one where the span of the grid is a subsystem 
of V. This fact is the basis for the proof of the following description of 
Jordan pairs by generators and relations proven in 3.11. For the notations 
regarding Jordan pairs the reader is referred to [6]. 
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THEOREM B. Let k be an algebraically closedfield. 
(a) Let B be a grid base of the finite 3-graded root system (R, R,). 
Let Y be the Jordan pair generated by the set (e, = (ez , e,); c( E B) subject 
to the relations (0 = i, TX, fl, y E B): 
Q(e;i) e;” = ez, 
e,2eegeX%‘/? for S?=I,T, and+--, 
(eze;“e; > = 0 whenever CI T /3 T 7 T ct or 01 I- /I T 11 --I a 
Then r”” is semisimple, finite dimensional over k and spanned by a grid whose 
associated root system is isomorphic to (R, R, ). 
(b j Every finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pair over k arises in 
this way. 
This theorem provides a new method of classifying finite dimension.al 
simple Jordan pairs over k [6, 17.121, cf. 3.12. 
Other applications of the concepts introduced in this paper can be found 
in [ 10, 111. In [lo] we give a description of Kantor-Koecher-Tits 
algebras by generators and relations. In [ll] we prove a conjugacy 
theorem for finite grids. 
0.8. The paper has three sections. In Section 1 we present the defini- 
tions and theorems from the theory of 3-graded root systems, developed 
in [9], which are needed in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 2 we describe 
3-graded root systems in terms of “generators and relations”, i.e., in terms 
of sets with 3 relations I, T, and t-. In the final section, we establish 
the connections between 3-graded root systems and grids in Jordan triple 
systems. Each section is preceded by a more detailed introduction. 
I thank 0. Loos for his interest in this paper. He has shown me a graph- 
theoretical approach to abstract cogs (cf. 2.1 and the remark 2.14). 
1. REVIEW OF j-GRADED ROOT SYSTEMS 
In this section we present the basic definitions from the theory of 
3-graded root systems and describe some results of [9], in particular those 
which are relevant for this paper. The new concepts are illustrated using 
the example of a root system of type A. 
1.1. Let X be a real vector space with a scalar product (.;). A subset 
R c X is called a root system (of X) if it has the properties (1 k(3) below: 
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(1) R spans Xand O$R. 
(2) For each C(ER we have s,(R)=&, where x,(x)=x-2(x,a)/(cc,ccja 
is the reflection in IX. 
(3) <a, P> := 2(4 PMB, PIE z for all CI, p E R. 
Note that we do not assume that R is finite or that X is finite-dimensional. 
If R is a root system in X, one defines for a E R 
Then R” = (c(“; c( E R > is again a root system in X, the dual root sJ)stem 
of R. 
Examples of root systems, as defined here, are the usual finite root 
systems, see, e.g., [a], or the canonical generalizations of the classical root 
systems A,, B,, Cl, DI to root systems in arbitrary real vector spaces with 
scalar product. 
For example, to define a root system of type A,, where I is a set, one 
takes an element 0 $ I and equips the direct sum V= @ ie ,” I0l [WE, with the 
scalar product (.,.) for which (s;, si) = 6,. Then R = {Ed- J+E V; if j} is a 
root system in the hyperplane X of V spanned by R. 
1.2. Finite Root Systems. A root system R in X is finite iff X is finite 
dimensional. 
Finite root systems have the following equivalent description, [2, 
Sect. 1.11. Let X be a real vector space. Then R c X is a finite root system 
iff 
(1) R is finite, generates X, and does not contain 0, 
(2) for every CI E R there exists CI” in the dual space X* of X such 
that for all tl, /? E R 
(a) tx”(o1)=2, 
(b) u”(/~)EH and 
(c) s&3) :=/3-cc”(a)u~R. 
1.3. Elementary Relations and Configurations. For two roots a, /I in a 
root system R we define the following three elementary relations: 
(1) a and /I are orthogonal (a I /?)o (a,/?> = 00 (a,/?)=0 0 
3: (a, B) = 42, 
(2) M and p are collinear (~1Tp)~(a,B)=l=(B,a)o(~1,~1)= 
2(& B) = (B, B) -e=s 3: (G P) = 743, 
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(3) c( governs /I or p is governed bj, tl (ccF--~~,~+c()~(cI,~)=~, 
0, cc)=2*2(%a)=2(% P)=ukP)- 3: (%P)=+t l/4/ < IiPll. 
We will use %’ as a simultaneous notation for I, T, t--: and -+. The signs 
I, T, t-, and --I are also used in sequences with the obvious meanings. 
The elementary configurations are the followng families of roots in R: 
(4) (a O;u,, c(?) is a (root) triangle if a! -tcIO+--c(? I U,, 
(5) (XI, cxz, c(~, Q) is a (root) quadrangle if cli+z I ziT xi+ L for al1 i 
(indices mod 4), 
(6) (a,; ~1. ~1. us) is a (root) diamond if a1 T a,T t13 T aI, 
cc,+-a,+cr,anda,Ia,. 
For elementary configurations one has the following equations: 
(7) 2M~=a,+C(*, if (a,; czr, CI~) is a triangle, 
(8) iyI -a2 + c(~-u~=O, if (a,, M?, c(~, cxJ) is a quadrangle, 
(9) cl,-~,+a,-cr,=O, if (a,;~,,tx,,a,) is a diamond. 
As an example we consider the root system of type A,. With the notation 
of 1.1 we have (E~-E,)I(E~-E,)~ {i,j)n (k, I$ =0, (E~-E.~)T(E~--~,)~ 
(i=k,j#/) or (i#k, j=l), (aj-cj, s/,-al, ~:,-a~, E;--E[) for i, j; k, I# is 
a quadrangle. Since all roots in A, have the same length, A, does not 
contain a pair a, /J with x + /?. 
1.4. 3-Graded Root Systems. A 3-grading of a root system R is a 
disjoint decomposition 
(1) R= R, u R, w R-, such that 
(2) Rp, = -R,, 
(3) R,= {E-B; x, BERN, a#B> (a, B)#O), 
(4) if ct,/3ER1 then a+P$R, 
(5) if~ERO,~ER1andcc+BERthencc+/?ERr. 
Since a 3-grading is determined by R,, we use the notation (R, R,) for a 
root system R with a 3-grading whose l-part is R,. 
Let (R, R,) be a 3-graded root system. Then the following hold: 
(6) for i, j= f 1,0 we have 
where R, = 0 for k # f 1, 0, 
(7) if l~,/?~R1: cl#p then &W/I, i.e., ~1.b or aT,O or zt-fi or 
ff + /I. 
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One can characterize the l-part of 3-gradings using (7): any subset of R, 
which satisfies (7) and is closed with respect o elementary configurations, 
is the l-part of a 3-grading. We will prove an analogous result in 2.14. 
To give an example of 3-grading, we consider the root system R of type 
A,. We choose a partition Iv (0) = Jo K and put R, = (~~-8~; jeJ, 
kEK}, Ro={~j~-~j,; j,,.i,EJ, jlZj2}u(Ek,-Ek2; k,,kzEK k,fkz) 
and R _ 1 = - R 1. This defines a 3-grading of R. One can show that every 
3-grading of R arises in this way. 
1.5. Grid Bases. A subset B of a root system R in Xis called a grid base 
of R if it has the following 3 properties: 
(1) B is a vector space base of X. 
(2) E.very root a of R is an alternating sum of not necessarily distinct 
elements pi E B, 
a= &(/3-8*+p3- . ..(-l)“-‘B.). 
We put RF= (cx=E BeB~a~P~R &s~p= 11. 
(3) If cZy < 0 for some y E B and some a = CBEB cXpfl E Rf, then for 
this y and all 6 E Rf\B one has cg, GO, where 6 = CpGB cap/?. 
If B is a grid base, then (R, Rf) is a 3-graded root system. If (R, R, ) is a 
3-graded root system we call B a grid base of (R, R,) if B is a grid base of 
R such that R1 = Rf. It is an important fact that 
(4) for every 3-graded root system (R, R,) there exists a grid base of 
(R RI 1. 
We will sometimes use a slightly more general concept of grid bases. We 
call SC R a subsystem of the root system R if S is a root system in the 
vector space spanned by S. Then 
(5) B is called a grid base in R if B is a grid base of a subsystem of R. 
In the following let B be a grid base. The uniqueness property (3) allows 
one to divide B into positive and negative roots. Namely, we call y E B 
negative if cmy < 0 for some CI E Rf, and positive otherwise. For example, one 
has: 
(6) if b E B and b + c1 for some CI E R, then fi is positive. 
For~=Cg.B~,BP E R the natural number ht(cl) = CPEB IcZBJ will be called 
the height of a (with respect to B). Then 
(7) any 7~ Rf\B can be written in the form y=a-fiz + fi3, where 
pi E B, ht(cc) = ht(lJ) - 2 and one of the following three possibilities holds: 
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(a) cr=bj and (/IX;fiz,y) is triangle, 
(b) (M, P2, B3, y) is a quadrangle, 
(c) (p2; /IX, ~1, U) is a diamond and c1 E B. 
Because of (7 j we can use “induction on the height” to prove results on 
roots in R,. 
An example of a grid base of the root system R of type A, can be 
obtained as follows. For a non-trivial partition I u { 0 > = J u K we choose 
j,E.J, k,EK. Then B= (sj-sE,,; jEJ)u {ajo-sk; kEKj is a grid base of 
R, in fact a grid base for (R, R,), where (R, R,) is the 3-grading construc- 
ted in 1.4. One can show that every grid base in R is of this type, but we 
will not need this. 
1.6. Irreducibility. Let R be a root system and S c R. Two roots CX, flE S 
are connected in S if there exists a sequence (a= c~i, .. . . a,, =/3) with all 
ui E S and (cri, ui+ I ) # 0 for all 1 d i < n - 1. We call S irreducible if every 
two roots in S are connected in S. We will apply this concept for S = R, 
S = R, or when S is a grid base. 
Every root system R in X has a unique decomposition 
R = u R”‘, x= @ xj. (11 
r.zl itl 
where (Xi, Xi) = 0 for i # j and R(” is an irreducible root system in Xi for 
all iE I. The R(‘) are called the irreducible components qf R. 
Let (R, R, ) be a 3-graded root system and R = ui R(” the decomposi- 
tion of R into its irreducible components. Then (R”‘, R’” A R,) is a 
3-graded root system in Xi. Moreover, the following are equivalent: 
R is irreducible, (23i 
R, is irreducible. (2.b) 
In this case we call (R, R, ) an irreducible 3-graded root system. 
An analogous result holds for grid bases: 




where all Bj are irreducible grid bases and ( Bi, B,) = 0 for i # j. 
Of course, this decomposition is related to the decomposition (1) in the 
obvious way: Bi = B n R”). Consequently, 
B is irreducible iff R is irreducible. (4) 
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1.7. Isomorphisms. Two root systems R c X and i? c 2 are called 
isomorphic if there exists a vector space isomorphism f: X -+ 8 such that 
f(R)=R and (f(cc),f(/?)) = (a,B) for all LY,/?E R. 
Let (R, R,) in X and (E, ii,) in 2 be two 3-graded root systems. Then 
(R, R,) and (R, R,) are called isomorphic if there exists a root system 
isomorphism which maps R, onto R,. A vector space isomorphism 
f: X+ 2 satisfying f( R,) = i?, is an isomorphism between the 3-graded 
root systems (R, R,) and (R, R1) iff 
(f(a),f(Bj>= C&B> for all CI,~ER,, (1) 
or, equivalently, 
f(vf(w-aw for all CI, DE R,. (2) 
Let R c X and iT c 2 be two root systems and let B resp. B be a grid 
base in R resp. R. We call B and B isomorphic if there is a bijection 
f:B--+B such that (f(a),f(Bj)= (a,/3) for all a,p~B. Such an 
isomorphism extends to an isomorphism of the 3-graded root systems 
generated by B resp. B. Conversely, if these 3-graded root systems are 
isomorphic, then B and B are also isomorphic. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION OF ~-GRADED ROOT SYSTEMS 
BY GENERATORS AND RELATIONS 
In this section we will give a construction of 3-graded root systems in 
terms of “generators and relations” (2.20). In the end (2.22), we will see 
that every 3-graded root system can be obtained from this construction. 
Since the construction requires many technical results, it may be helpful 
for the reader to give here a survey of the main steps. 
Starting from a set 8 equipped with three basic relations “orthogonal,” 
“collinear,” and “governing,” we construct in 2.1 a Z-module &(a) and a 
set of linear forms b* c A(b)* which later will become the set of generators 
for a 3-graded root system (R(8), b*). A first set of axioms to be satisfied 
by 6 and d* (i.e., relations for the 3-graded root system (R(b), CT*)) is 
given in 2.2. In 2.7 we construct a set 
R=R(d)=6*uR,u(-b*), 
our candidate for the 3-graded root system. In 2.8-2.10 we will show that 
the decomposition above behaves like a 3-grading of a root system. Based 
on the concept of a coroot (2.11), we will define reflections in 2.13 
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and derive in 2.14 equivalent conditions for R to be invariant under all 
reflections. 
In 2.15, we will imbed R into a real vector space X and in 2.19 we will 
define a symmetric bilinear form on X which, as we will prove in 2.20, is 
positive definite on X. 
2.1. Preliminary Definitions. Let d be a set with three relations, namely 
two symmetric relations I (called orthogonal) and T (called collinear) 
and a relation governing, written in the form et-f (e governs ,f) or, 
equivalently, f-+ e (f is governed by e). We assume: 
For each pair e, f~ 8, e # .f, we have exactly one of the relations 
elf or eTf or et-f or e-if: ill 
We will frequently write chains like e, + e2 T e3 I ei which means e, -I e2 
and e, T e3 and e3 I e,. Following 1.3 we define elementur~~ corzfigurations 
as follows: 
(co; e i, ez) is called a triangle if e, --I e, t- ez I e,; 
(e,, e2, e3, e4) is called a quadrangle if eiTei+ i, e, i eie2 
(indices mod 4); 
(e ,;e,,e,,e,) is called a diarnorzd if e,TezTe,Te,. 
e, ke,-ie,, e, I e,. 
This terminology was also used in [S], for a comparison see 3.1. 
One can take a more geometric approach to these concepts by 
identifying a structured set (I, I, T, t-) satisfying (2.1.1) with a partially 
directed graph: the vertices are the elements of I and the relations 
e I f, e Tj: e+ f are translated as e c 3 f (not connected vertices), 
e- f, e w f, respectively. In this setting the elementary configurations 
can be pictured as 
/“? / ,/ \,, :: 
triangle quadrangle diamond 
We will not employ this graph theoretical approach in the following. 
However, the reader might find it helpful to interpret some of the following 
definitions and results in the language of partially directed graphs. 
For a set & satisfying (1) we let Y be the free Z-module with basis 8: 
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For every e E 8 we define a linear form e* E Y* = Homz(9, Z) by 
if elf 
if eTfor et-f 
if e=f or e+J: 
We observe that the relations in G” are then characterized by the linear 
forms e*, e I f o e*(f) = 0 -f*(e) = 0; e Tf o e*(f) = 1 = f*(e); 
e r--f’- e*(f) = 1, f*(e) = 2; e =fo e*(f) = 2 =f*(e). Consequently, if 
g*(e) = g*(f) for all g E c” then e = f and therefore 
& is injectively imbedded in A = A(&‘) = 9 fi ker e*. (2) 
eeR 
To simplify notation we will not distinguish between G” c 9 and & c A. We 
note 
h is a torsionfree Z-module generated by &c A. (3) 
For every f~8, we have f*(n,,, ker e*) = 0, whence we may and will 
consider f * as a linear form on A, also denoted by f *. Then 
() kere*=O in 4 (4) 
CEE 
and 
& -+ a*( cd*): e + e* is bijective. (5) 
2.2. Abstract Cogs. A set d satisfying (2.1.1) will be called an abstract 
cog if it has the properties (JR,)-(JR,,,) below. 
(JR,) Let eiE 8, i= 1,2, 3, be three distinct elements with e, ---I e2. 
Then: 
(a) e2 --I e3 is impossible (“no tower”), i.e., e2 I e3 or ezTe, or 
e2+e3, 
(b) e2 1 e3 * el 1 e3, 
(cl e,Te,s-e, Ie, or e,-+e,. 
(JR,,) The following configurations are not allowed in 8: 
(a) e, I e2 I e3 I e,, e,Tf,Tf2Tei (1 Gi63), 
(b) e, I e2 I e3 I e,, e, +fTez;fTe3, 
(c) e,Te,Te,Te,, ej+f,Tf2+ei (161’63). 
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(JR,,,)(a) If (e,; e,, ez) is a triangle then 2e$ = ef + el,. 
(b) If (e,, e,, e3, eq) is a quadrangle then e: -eT +eT - 
e,*=O. 
(c) If (eO;e,,e,,e,) is a diamond then e,T=e:-e,*+e,*. 
Remarks. (1) The relations in (JRm) can be interpreted in Y* as well 
as in 1*. They are motivated by (1.3.7)-(1.3.9). 
(2) For some of the following results not all properties of an abstract 
cog are needed. For example, the Local Structure Lemma 2.3 requires only 
(JR,) and in 2.4-2.8 only (JR,) and (JR,,,) are needed. 
2.3. In 2.3-2.14, 8 will always be an abstract cog. We begin with a list 
of all possible relations between three distinct elements of E” which will be 
useful in proofs later on. 
LOCAL STRUCTURE LEMMA. Let e, , e2, e3 be distincr elements of 8. Theft 
(e,, e2, ej) satisfies one of the following 29 relations: 
1 3 / 4 j 5 j 6 ( 7 / 8 / 9 1 10 / 11 / CasejNo. 1 2 
I I I I I I 
e, :e, _L -I- T 1 T I I T ---I 1. T 
e, : e3 LTITiTITT+I 
ej:e, 1 1 IT IT _L(I(T T,I(T(i 
Case,/No. 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
e, : e, +TI-+ILv---IL+ 1 I+ 
e2 : e3 + + 
e, : e, 
;_’ 
Note that the cases between two I-signs only differ by a cyclic permutation. 
If c” is the abstract cog associated with a cog in a Jordan triple system 
(3.1), then the list above coincides with the list in [8, 1.3.51. In fact, the 
proof given there is also valid here, if one substitutes (JR,) for the “Jordan- 
arguments” used in [8, 1.3.51. It is therefore omitted. 
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2.4. LEMMA. For ei E 6, i = 0, 1, 2, the foKo)onYng conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) 2e,* = ef + e:, 
(b) e,, = e, = ez or (e,; e,, ez) is a triangZe. 
ProoJ: It is enough to prove (a) a(b): since 2e$(e,) =4 = eF(e,) + 
e:(eO) we obtain e:(e,) = 2 = e,*(e,). If e, = e, then e$ = e: and e, = ez by 
(2.15). Otherwise e, --I e, +- ez and e:(e,) = 2e,*(e,) -eT(e,) =0 shows 
e,le2. I 
2.5. LEMMA. Let A e,, e2, e3 E 8, bt’here the e, are paimise distinct. Then 
ef-ez+eT=f* (1) 
holds iff 
(a) (ez; e,, e3) is a triangle and e2 = f, or 
(b) (e,, e,, e,,f) is a qztadrangle or 
(c) (e 1;e2,e3,f)or(e3;er,el,f)or(e2;e,,f,e,)or(f;el,e2,e,)is 
a diamond. 
ProoJ: It is immediate from (JR,,,) that (1) holds in all three cases 
(a)-(c). 
Conversely, assume (1). We show first that e,, e, and e2, e3 are not 
orthogonal: if e, I e2 then f*(e,) = 2 - 0 + e:(ei) whence e:(ei) = 0 and 
e, I e3. Also, f*(e2) = 0 - 2 + e:(e2) implies ef(e?) = 2, f *(e2) =O, thus 
e3 --I ez I J and e3 1 f by (JR,(b)). But then 0 = f *(e3) = 0 - 1 + 2 = 1 
gives a contradiction. By symmetry, ez, e3 are not orthogonal. 
Using this remark, the possible cases for (e,, e2, e3) are then, in the 
enumeration of 2.3, the cases (2), (8) (9), (13), (21), and (24)-(29). They 
are considered individually. 
(2) e, Te, Te, I e,: We obtain f *(e2) = 0, i.e., f I e,, and 
f*(e,) = 1 =f*(e,). Since 2 =f*(f) = e:(f) + e:(f ), e:(f) 2 1, e:(f) Z 1 
we obtain e, T f T e3, i.e., (b) above. 
In the same way, the cases (S), (9), (13), (27) lead to diamonds, i.e., (c) 
above, whereas (21) gives (a). 
(24) e,+e,t-ee,Te,: since f*(e,)=2 we havef=e, or f +e,. If 
f = e, we would obtain ez = e:, so e,= e3 by (2.1.5), contradiction. But 
f--I e, is also impossible: f ---I e, --1 ez contradicts (JR,(a)). 
The cases (25) and (26) are excluded in a similar fashion. Finally, the 
cases (28) and (29) cannot occur here since we would have f *(el) = 3 resp. 
f*(e,)=3. I 
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2.6. LEMMA. The following equations hold in A: 
(1) e,=e,+e, if(e,;e,,ez) is a triangle, 
(2) e, f e3 = e, + e, if (e,, e2, e3, e4) is a quadrangle, 
(3) 2e,=e,-e,+e, if(eo;e,,ez,e,) is a diamond. 
Proof. (1) By (2.1.4) it is enough to show c*(eo) = c*(e,) + c*(ez) for 
all CEC?. We use (JR,,,(a)) in the form e;(c) = 2e,*(c)-e:(c). By 2.3 we 
have the following cases for (e,, e,, c), e, +- e, : 
(12) e, 1 cTe,:e:(c)=2, whence c+ez, 
(18) e, 1 c 1 e,: e;(c) = 0, whence c 1 e2, 
(23) e, I c---I e,: e;(c) = 2, whence e2 = c by (JR,(a)), 
(26) e,Tc-+e,:e:(c)=l, whence e,Tc, 
(27) e,+cTe,:e:(c)=O, whence ez I c. 
In all live cases one checks c*(eoj = c*(e, j + c*(e,). 
(2) Let (e,, e2, e3, el) be a quadrangle and let CE d. Suppose 
e, 1 c-ie,. Then c I e3 by (JR,(b)), whence 1= e:(c) - e:(c) = e:(c) - 
e:(c) = e,*(c), thus e4 + c by (JR,(c)) and c*(ei + e3) = c*(e2 + e4) follows. 
By symmetry, (e,, e2)++ (e,, e,j and (e,, e2)++ (e,, e,), we may now 
assume that neither (e,, e,, c) nor (e,, e3, c) satisfy the relations of the 
cases (11) and (13) in 2.3. 
Therefore, the following criterion (*), proven by a case-by-case verification 
in 2.3, applies to (e,, ez, c) and (e,, e3, c): 
(*) IffTgthenc*(f)-c*(g)=f*(cj-g*(c)unlessf lc+gor 
glc+J: 
By (*), c*(e,-e,)=e:(c)-e:(c)=et(c)-e:(cj=c*(e,-e,). (3) is 
established in the same way as (2). 1 
2.7. For e, f E G the following abbreviation will be useful: 
e L f’~ e and f are not orthogonal, but e # f 
oeT.for e+for e+f: 
We define 
R, = R,(b) = d* = (e*; e E c?}, 
R-, = -&*, 
R, = R,(6) = {e* -f*;e,,fEt”.elfJ-c4*: 
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and 
R=R(g)=R,uR,uR~.,cA*. (1) 
Note that R, = - R0 and hence R = -R. We will usually denote elements 
of R by small Greek letters. 
LEMMA. Let CI E R. Then 
(a) c( E R, 9 there exists e E d with u(e) = 2 * ~$8’) c {O, 1,2}, 
(b) a E R,o ~$8) c (0, 1, - 1 1 * there exists e E d with g(e) = ) 1, 
(c) c( E -R, o there exists e E 8 with M(e) = -2 3 ~(8) c (0, -1, -2). 
Proof. It is clear that (c) follows from (a) and that ~,=e*~g* implies 
a(e) = 2 and a(&) c (0, 1,2}. 
Now consider CIE R,. Then cr(S)c (0, +l, 12). To show +2$cc(b) we 
may assume that there exists c E $ with IX(C) = 2. Thus, for CI = e* -f * we 
obtain e*(c) = 2, f*(c) = 0, so f I c and e = c or e + c. But in both cases 
f 1 e, contradiction. Therefore, a(&) c (0, f 1). Since CI # 0 there has to be 
an element with a(e) = + 1. Conversely, if a(b)c (0, f l} then IXE R, by 
the parts of (a) and (c) already proven. 
Finally, any CI E R with a(e) = 2 for some e E d cannot lie in R, u R _ 1, so 
CIERI. 
2.8. COROLL~Y. (a) The decomposition (2.7.1) is disjoint, 
R=R1 u R,o R-,. 
(b) rfe,fEd then e*+f*$R: (R,+R,)nR=@. 
Proof (a) is clear. For (b) we observe (e*+f*)(e)>2, hence, if 
e* +f* E R then necessarily f*(e) = 0 and e* +-f* = g* for some g E b. 
Then e*(g) +f*(g) = 2 shows e P g or f’1 g, thus J’* = g* -e* E R0 or 
e* = g* -f* E R,, which contradicts (a). 1 
2.9. LEMMA. For eiE d assume e, T e2 T e3 I e, or e, --I e2 T e3 I e, or 
el+ee,+e,Te,. Then 
ef- e,*+e:ERee4-ef+e:ER1. 
Proof: In all three cases (e, *-e; +e:)(e,) = 1. By 2.7 it is therefore 
enough to show that the assumption ef -e: + e: E R, gives a contradic- 
tion. Thus, we suppose e: -e: + e: = f * - g*,f 1 g. By 2.8(a), e, #f# e3 
and e, # g. 
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(a) Let e, T e,T e3 I e,. Evaluating e: - ef + e! on ei shows 
fYe1) = 1-t g*(e,h f*(e2) = g*(e2), f*(e,)= 1+ g*(e,j. (15 
If S---I e, then f I e3 by (JR,(b)). which contradicts ( 1). Thus f t- ei or 
,fTe, for i= 1, 3. If e, +ft--e3 then (f; e,, e3) is a triangle and (JRi,i(a)) 
implies f* = e: - g*, hence f*(g) < 0, contradiction. If e, +.fT e.j for 
(i,j)==(l, 3) or (3, 1) then ezTf or e2+ f or e, If, which in all three 
cases leads to a contradiction with (JR,). 
Therefore, we can assume e, T ,f T e3. By ( 1 ), e, 1 g I e3. Evaluating 
e: - e: + e: on f resp. g implies e;(f) = g*(f) # 0 (so f -i ez or e2 i-for 
ez = f or e2 T f) resp. 2 = eT( g) + f( g ). The cases f + ez or ,f +-- e2 cannot 
occur because f T e 1. If f = e, then e2 I- g which is excluded by (JRi,(b)f. 
Finally, let fT e,. Then g*(ez) = 1 = g*(f), 2 = eT( g) +,f*(g) implies 
fT gT eZ which contradicts (JR,,(a)) since ei, e3, g are pairwisc 
orthogonal. 
(b) Let e, 4 e, T e3 1 e,. Evaluation of e? - eP + e: shows 
f *(e,) = 1 -t g*(e,) = 1 or 2, i= 1, 2, 3. (2) 
If f*(e3) = 2 then f-~ e3 (since f # e3), whence f I e,, contradiction. Thus 
f*(e3) = 1, fT e3 or f+ e3 the possible relations between e2 and f ail 
contradict (JR,(a)). Therefore, j”T e3 and consequently g -L e3. Evaiuating 
el*- e; $ e: on f and g implies 
e3f‘) -G(f) f g*(f) = 1, e;(g)-e:(g)+2=f*(g). (3) 
We distinguish f*(e2) = 1 or f*(e?)= 2. In the first case, e,Tf+-ei 
follows from (2) and then g*(f) = 0 from (3), contradiction, In the second 
case (f*(ez)=2, i.e., f--irz or f = e?) we first consider f ----I e2. Then 
fc-e, or e, +f contradicts (JR,), whence fTe, 1 g by (2) and e, #$ 
Since g*(e,) = 1 we have e;(g) 3 1, whence e,T g because 1 <.f*(g) = 
2 - eT( g ). Therefore, g + f contradicting (3 ). It remains to considerf = e,, 
Then g*(e,)=O, g*(e2)= I= g*(f) = e;(g) by (2) and (3). Therefore, 
e,T g, e, .L g I e3 contradicting (JR,,(b)). 
(c) Let e,t-ez-+e,Te,. Then 
f*(e,) = I+ g*(e,), f*(e,) = 5*(e2L f*(e3) = 1 + g*(e,), (4) 
in particularf*(e,)= 1 or 2. Suppose f*(e,)==l. Then e,Tfsince ei4.f 
is impossible. Also g*(e,) =O, i.e., g I ei, whence e2 I g by (JR,(b)) and 
fle2 by (4). It followsf*(g)-2=(e:-e:+e-?)(g)=e:(g)>O, hence 
f*( g ) = 2, Y--I g. Since g I e, we obtain f I e, , contradiction. 
We now consider f*(el) = 2. By symmetry, we may also assume 
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f*(e3) = 2. Since e, #f’# e3 we have e, +f+. es. Moreover g*(el) = 1 = 
g*(e3) by (4), whence e, T gTe,, and g+f follows. Then 
(f* - g*)(f) = 1 = (e: - e? + e:)(f) gives e;(f) = 1, thus fT e2 --I g 
contradicting (JR,,(c)). m 
2.10. COROLLARY. lf aERO, /IER~ and a+pER then a+/l~R,: 
(Ro+R,)nRcR,. 
ProoJ: We let /?=e: and ol=eT-e;, e2 lee,, so cc+/?= 
ef- ef +e:eR. The case e, =e2 is clear, and if e, = e3 we obtain 
(a + P)(e,) > 2, so a + j3 E R, by 2.7. We may therefore assume that e,, ez, 
e3 are pairwise distinct. The argument used before shows 
if eT(e,) = e:(e,) or if eT(e3) = eF(e3) then CI + /?E R,. (1) 
Since e: -e: + e: E R by assumption we have (e: -eT + ef)(er) < 2, so 
necessarily 
Checking all cases in 2.3 which satisfy (2) and e, 1 e3, we find that either 
(1) can be applied or we have a case dealt with in 2.9 or we have a triangle: 
e,+e,+ee,Ie, (case (21) in 2.3), but then e: -eT +e: =e: by 
(JRda)). I 
2.11. We define for every c( E R a dual root c( ” E R by the following rules: 
(-a)” = -a” (1) 
and 
a=e*E&* 
if a=e*--f*ERO, eTf, 
a=e*--f*ERO, e+j 
LEMMA. a” is well defined. For a, /I E R we have a(a ” ) = 2 and 
a(P”)EH. 
ProojY By (2.1.5) and 2.8 the assertion is clear for a EC?* LJ (-CT*). So 
let a E R, and assume a = ef - ef = et - ep for eiE 6. Recall that by detini- 
tion e, # e2 and e3 # e4. 
Suppose e, = e3. Then 2e: =e: +e$, so Lemma 2.4 implies that 
(e,;e2,e,) is a triangle. Then (e:--e;)” =e,-2e, and (et-e:)“= 
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2e, - e, . But e, - 2e, = 2e, - e, by (2.6.1 j. So CI ” is well defined in this 
case. If e, = e4 then e, = e3, and conversely. If ez = e4 then, as before, 
(e,; e,, e3) is a triangle and the assertion follows by symmetry. 
We can now assume that e,, e,, e3, e4 are pairwise distinct. By 
Lemma 2.5 we then have the following possibilities taking into account that 
our situation is symmetric with respect o e, cf e4, e, ++ e3 : 
(e,,e,,e,,e,) is a quadrangle. Then (e;-ez)” =r,-ez=(by 
(2.6.2))e,-e,=(e,*--e:)". 
(e,;e,,e,,e,) is a diamond. Then (eT-e*)L’ =2e,-e,=e,-e,= 
(ej* -e;)” by (2.6.3). 
(e,;e,,e,,e,) is a diamond. Then (e:-e,*)” =e,-2e,=e,-e,= 
(ez-e,*)“. 
The second assertion, CI(CI ” ) = 2, can easily be checked, and the last one, 
E(P ” ) E Z, is clear. [ 
2.12. The following table lists P((P-cr)” ) and (p-o)(p” ), where 
p=el*, p=ef, and o = e: for three distinct eiE 8. We use the case 
numbering of the Local Structure Lemma 2.3 leaving out the cases with 
e2 J- e3. 
We observe for p E b”, a E R,, 
2.13. For c1 E R, p E &* we define 
sx(P)=8-m”b 
and call s, the reflection Gth respect to LY, because 2.11 implies 
s, E End, A*, sz = Id, s,(r) = -a. 
LEMMA. Let i~=e* and fl=f*~R, satisfj?ng eTf or e+f: Then 
Sa-0 = spY,s/I. 
Proof Let YEA*. Then the equality follows from s,-&~) = 1’ -
TABLE 2.12 
Case-No. 2 4 6 8 9 10 13 14 16 19 21 22 24 25 26 27 28 29 
H(LJ-a)“ 1 1 -10 0 2 -2 1 -2 0 0 2 -2 0 0 0 I -IO 
(p--a)@“) 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 1 -1 0 
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2.14. THEOREM. Let d be an abstract cog. Then s,(R) = R for all CI E R 
iff all basic configurations are complete, i.e., for ei E 8 the folloGng three 
conditions (a)-(c) are fulfilled 
(a) If e, F-e, there exists CE 8 such that (e,; e,, c) is a triangle. 
(b) Ife,Te?Te, Ie, there exists CE&? such that (e,,e,,e,,c) is a 
quadrangle. 
(c) If e, ce,+e,Te, there exists cub such that (e,;e,, c, e3) is a 
diamond. 
Whenever d fulfiills (a) and (c), then also (d) holds, where 
(d) If e, --I e, T e, I e, there exists CE 8 such that (e,; e,, e,, c) is a 
diamond. 
ProoJ: We first prove that (a) and (c) imply (d). Indeed, if 
eO+ e, T e, I e, there exists c,E&’ such that (e,; e,, cO) is a triangle. 
Evaluating 2e: = e,* + c$ on e2 yields c:(e,)= 2. Because of cO+ e, we 
have c0 # ez and therefore c0 --I e2. Since then e, + c0 --I e,T e,, there 
exists cub such that (c,; e,, c, e2) is a diamond. Because c0 I c we have 
eo+c whence (e,;e,, e2, c) is a diamond as required. 
We will now evaluate the condition s,(R) c R for the various cases of CL 
beginning with CI = e* E R,, so s,(p) = b-/?(e) LX For /3 = f * E R, we have 
the following possibilities. e I f: s,(B) = p E R, ; e T f or e --If: s,(p j = p - 
CIE R,; e=f:s,(u)= -MERGE,; e+-f:s,(/?)=P-2a. Since (P-2a)(e)= 
-2 we obtain with Lemmata 2.8 and 2.4 the equivalence 
(ab-,(R,kR for all CIE R,. (1) 
Still let a=e* E R,, but /?=e: -ef E R,. If e, =e2 or e, =e3 then 
s,B E {p, e:, -e,*} c R. So we may assume that e,, e2, e3 are pairwise 
distinct. Since s,(B) = p if /?(u ” ) = 0, Table 2.12 shows that it is enough to 
consider the cases 2, 4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 21, 22, 27, or 28 of the Local Structure 
Lemma. Because s,(B) E R o s,( -/?) E R we may interchange e, tf e3 
thereby reducing the cases to be considered to the following. (2) 
e,Te,Te, Ie,:s,(P)=~--cc= -(eT-e$+e:); (9) eI+ezTe, Ie,: 
s,(fi)=p-a; (10) e, I e2-Ie,Te,:s,(fi)=j3+a=eT-e:+e:; (21) 
e,+ez+e3 I e,:s&?)=e2*--e,*-eF= -e2* by (JRda)); (27) 
e,+-e,+e,Te,:s,(/?)=P-a. 
We note that (e,, e,, e3) -+ (e,, e,, e2) reduces (10) to (9). By 2.9 and 2.6 
we therefore obtain (b), (c), and (d) -c+ s,(R,,) c R for all a E R,. The 
theorem now follows with 2.13. 1 
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An abstract cog will be caned closed if it fulfills the conditions (a)-(c) of 
the theorem above. 
Remark. 0. Loos has shown that if (8, I, T, +-) satisfies (2.1.1), (JR,,,) 
and the conditions (a), (b), and (c) above then (JR,) and (JR,,) follow, and 
hence d is a closed abstract cog. 
2.15. Imbedding into Real Vector Spaces. Since A is torsionfree by 
(2.1.3) one knows from [ 1, 7.10 Cor. 1 of Prop. 26 and 7.9 Prop. 191 that 
(1) the natural maps 4 + Q@,z A=: A, + [W@c‘4o =: R, are 
injective. 
We have a finiteness-criterion: 
(2) d is finite iff R, (resp. dR) is finite dimensional. 
Indeed, t” generates A, over Q, whence A, is finite dimensional if 8 is 
finite. Conversely, if A, is finite dimensional, let (e,, . . . . e,) c 8 be a Q-basis 
of A,. Then any e* E c”* is uniquely determined by e*(e,) E 10, 1, 2 >> there- 
fore b* and, by (2.1.5), 8 are finite. 
Similar to (1) we have 
thenaturalmapsA*-+Q@A*-+(~,)*+IW~,(A,)*+R~. 
are all injective. (3) 
Indeed, injectivity of the sequence of arrows follows from the Ref. [l, 7.10 
Cor. 1 of Prop. 26, Sect. 7 Excercice 29, 7.9 Prop. 19, and 7.9 Prop. 201. 
In general, 6* does not generate 1*. We therefore introduce 
t = t(8) = Z-submodule of &* spanned by b*, 
and 
x=x(a) = [WOE t(a) c (&‘,)* 
Via the natural injection h, + &i* we will sometimes view CI” E A also as 
an element of X*. In this case we write CI ” (fl) for /? E A*, instead of &cc ” ). 
For a closed abstract cog & the results proven so far can now be 
summarized as follows: 
(4) X is a real vector space containing R such that 
(i) R generates X, 0 $ R, 
(ii) for every c1 E R there exists ~1” E X* satisfying cx ” (a) = 2 and 
s,(R) = R 
(iii) a”(R)gZ. 
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(5) There exists a partition of R, R = R, u R, u R-, such that 
(i) R-,= -R,, 
(ii) R,,={~--B;cGBERI, (KB)#Q ~#a>, 
(iii) (R, + R,) n R = 0, 
(iv) (R, + R,)n Rc R,. 
Thus in view of 1.4, (5) shows that (R, R,) is a 3-graded root system as 
soon as we know that R is a root system. This follows immediately in the 
finite case from (4) and 1.2: 
(6) if d is a finite closed abstract cog then R is a root system in X. 
2.16. The Relative Situation. Let G be an abstract cog and let 9 c 8 be 
a subset of B. 
Since F fulfills (2.1.1) we can form the corresponding data for 
5: Y(S), A(F), A(F)*, t(F)), . . . (see 2.1, 2.15). In order to distinguish 
them from the corresponding data for 8 we write f, resp. f, when f E 8 
is considered as element of d(P) resp. n(s), 
f, E A(@-), f E 48) (f E Fj. 
Similarly, 
f g E R(F)*, f; E .qcF’)* (fE 9). 
We denote by t(9 c 8) the submodule of f(E) spanned by f s, f E 9. Then 
is a well-defined linear surjective map, since C i n~~Cft)~ = 0 implies 
0 =Cimjfi*(e) for all eE 6 so in particular for all fey, whence 
0 = xi mj(f$)i~ t(9). Since any equation in t(P c 8) is mapped by r* 
onto the corresponding equation in t(F), it follows that F fulfills (JR,,,) 
and is therefore an abstract cog. 
Corresponding to t(F c 8) we define R(F c &) as the submodule of 
A(d) spanned by F c 8’ and corresponding to r* we obtain a surjective 
Z-linear map 
(2) 
Note that r is well defined, since ~iwzi(f8)i=0 says e*(C miA) =O for all 
eE8, whence 1 rr~,(f,)~=O. 
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2.17. LEMMA. Let 6 be a closed abstract cog. Then for arzy subset 4 c 8 
there exists a unique smallest closed abstract cog PC in & containing B 
(‘icIosure of 9”). We have 
(a) FC = fl{9; F c 9 c 8, 99 closed abstract cog) 
(bj t(Fc&)=t(E~&) and ~(F~C)=~(~c~Cj. 
(6) 9 is finite iff FC is finite. 
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of 9c follows from (a) which is 
obvious. To prove (b) we will derive a second description of e.. 
For every non-complete elementary configuration in B we choose c E d 
which completes it, i.e., whenever fO + f, for f, E 9 and there is no fz E 4 
satisfying fO + fi I f, we choose an e, E d satisfying fO + e2 I fl and 
similarly for the configurations in (2.14(b), (c)). Call Y, the set of elements 
chosen in this way and put PI = g u Y,. By (JR,,,) resp. 2.6 we have 
t(9c&)=~(F~c&) and &(3~&)=&(9~cd). We continue in this 
manner and construct 9m + I = (Fn) 1, n3 1. Then (2.14(aj-(c)) for e,ee? 
hold for some CE&+, and t(.9cb)=f(zi;,&), A(9c6)=A(9H~&j. 
Put 3- = IJ ,IE ,,, 3$. By construction, 9x is a closed abstract cog, hence 
FccFx. Also, any LIZ FL. lies in some El, therefore f * E f(e, c 8) = 
t(9 c 8) and f E &(Fm c 8”) = h(F c g), thus (b) follows. 
Finally, if 9 is finite, then A(3$ c 8) and consequently r(&(e c 8) j = 
A(Fc) are finitely generated. Thus pc is finite by (2.152). 1 
2.18. For a closed abstract cog d we define 
E”‘= {eE&; there existsfEd with e+f>, 
&Cl’= ~‘,/!#~I 
LEMMA. (a) Suppose e, f E 8’ sarisi: e T J: Therz sor i = 1, 2; e E 6”’ o 
fE b’“. 
(b j 8”’ and c?(‘) are closed abstract cogs, 
Proo$ (a) It is enough to show eEg”)= fE8”“. So we may assume 
there exists c1 E 8 such that cr ---1 e. By 2.14(a) there exists c2 E d such that 
(e; c,, c2) is a triangle. Then, by (JR,(c)), f I ci or f --f c;, i= 1, 2. Since 
2 = 2e*(f) = (cr + c;)(f ) by (JR,,,(a)) we must have ci+ f for exactly 
one i. 
(b) By (JR,(a)) the only possible relations between e,, e,EE”) are 
e, d- e2, e,Te, or e, =e2. Since &? are abstract cogs by 2.16, it remains 
to check (2.14(b)). For e, T e, T e3 I e,, e; E gcii,. there exists c E d such 
that (e,, e,, e3) c) is a quadrangle. Then c E E’“’ by (a j. 1 
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2.19. The Canonical Bilinear Form. Let d be a Jordan root system. We 
define a map (0,.):d*x6*-,Z by 
I 4 e.=fE&(‘) 
(e*,f*)= itf* T*) 
i ’ 
e=fsb(” or et-for e+f 
eTf 
0 elJ: 
(We note that instead of (.,.) we could equally well consider n(.,.), n E N). 
An easy inspection shows 
We extend ( .,.) in the natural way to a bilinear form on X=X(&), defined 
in 2.15. We verify that (.,.) is well defined: if Cim,pi=O for mix R, pui~b*, 
then for all p E I* we obtain 0 = b(p, p) xi rn,~~(p ” ) = xi m,(,ui, p) by (l), 
whence (.,.): Xx b* + R is well defined. To show well-definedness on 
Xx X one uses that (.,.) 1 b* x G”* is symmetric by 2.18.a. Thus we showed 
the first part of the following result. 
LEMMA. (.,‘) extends canonically to a symmetric bilinear form on X 
sati$ving for x E X and M E R 
(2) 
Every rejlection s,, c1 E R, naturally extends to an orthogonal reflection oj-X 
such that 
s,x=.X-2(x’GI) 
(a, a) ’ 
x E x. 
ProoJ: Let HER. Then s,(b)=/, whence s,[/E End,(t) can be 
extended to a linear map on X Because of (1 ), formula (3) holds for 
p E R,. This easily implies that (s,x, s, y) = (x, y) for all x, y E X and 
p E RI. By 2.13, every s,, a g R, is then an orthogonal map. In particular, 
for CLERK and LYER~ 
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by linear extension of (1). Using (2.12.1) we obtain 
whence 
2 h co 
~=~~(P’C)a(~‘)(by(l))=u(l”)by (4). 
3 
This implies (2), from which (3) follows. 1 
2.20. THEOREM. Let 8 be a closed abstract cog. Then the canonical form 
(.,-) is positive definite on X=X(d) and (R(b), a*) is a 3-graded root 
system in X such that 
where e* 2 f * is defined in 1.3. 
Proof. (a) If (.,.) is positive definite, then, in view of (2.15.4), (2.155) 
and the formulas in 2.19, (R(b), &*) is a 3-graded root system in X as 
defined in 1.4, and (1) follows immediately from 2.1 and (1.3.1t(1.3.3). 
So it remains to show that (.,.) is positive definite. Let W be the Weyl 
group of R, i.e., W is the subgroup of GL(X) generated by all s,, CI E R. By 
2.19 every s, and hence every K’E W is orthogonal with respect to the 
canonical bilinear form. 
(b) Suppose in addition that & is finite. By (2.156) R is then a finite 
root system in X. Because ( .,.) is W-invariant, the restriction of ( .,.) to 
each irreducible component of R is a scalar multiple of a positive definite 
form [2, Sect. 1.2, Prop. 71. Since each component is spanned by a subset 
of R, and (a, a) > 0 for c1 E R,, the theorem holds in this case. 
(c) In the following let d be arbitrary. We consider 3c = xi r,e* E X, 
I’~ E iw, ri # 0, e, E b. Whenever e, E gC2) there exists a triangle 
(e,; cil, ci2) c b, whence e* = $(ci: + cz) by (JR,,,(a)). We can therefore 
substitute ci”;, ciT for e*. In this way we obtain a representation 
x=~;=~s~~~ withsiEiWandfiE#‘). 
Let 4 be the smallest closed abstract cog in d containing ( fi, . . . . f, j. 
Because ~5” ’ is a closed abstract cog (2.18(b)), we have 9 c E(l). There- 
fore, ((f2r*li, (fi)k)g=(tf$)i, (f>hls, where (.,-jg rev. (~,.).F are the 
corresponding bilinear forms on X(a) resp. X(F). Extending r*, delined in 
(2.16.1), in the natural way to Iw @ t(F c 8) we obtain (x, s)& = 
(r*(x), T*(-Y))~. Since .F is finite by 2.17(c) we obtain (v*(x), T*(x))~ 30 
by (b). 
(d) We showed that (.,.) is positive semidelinite on X(d). Suppose 
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x E A’ satisfies (x, x) = 0. Then for any s E OX, 1’ E X we have 
0 Q (x + sJ>, x + .sJ’) forcing (x, v) = 0, in particular (s, e* j = 0 for all e E b. 
Hence x(e) = 0 by (2.19.2). Since XC 4; by (2.153) and dw is generated by 
b, we obtain x = 0. m 
2.21. The Converse. In view of 2.20, a natural question is: can one 
associate a closed abstract cog to every 3-graded root system? Indeed, this 
is the case. The construction is obvious in view of 2.11 and (2.19.2). 
Let (R, R, ) be a 3-graded root system. Define 
d:=R,” = (a”; wRI} 
and 
CY” BP”: occW/?, 2=&T,+, (1) 
where tlg p is defined in 1.3. By (1.4.7(b)), d satisfies the condition (2.1.1), 
and one immediately checks 
(a”)*(P”)=<&B> (~3 PER,), (2) 
where (c( ” )* is the linear form defined in 2.1. In obvious meanings we can 
consider an element 




by (2), we have zirniP; ~n,~~~(a”)* iff CjrniBv E (?ccX, (x, a)=0 for 
all CI E R,} = (0). Therefore, 
n(a 2 z. 6, (3) 
and under this isomorphism (a”)* ER(&)*, CIE RI, corresponds to 
x --) (CI, x), x E Z. 1. Because of (1) and (3) we can now identify d* = R,. 
Then 
6 is a closed abstract cog. (4) 
Indeed, it is shown in [9, 2.4261 that the conditions (JR,), (JR,,,), and 
(2.14(a)-(2.14(c)) are satisfied, and it is easy to see that also (JR,,) holds. 
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Moreover, by (3) and (1.4.1 j(1.4.3), we have R(d) = R. Since RI spans 
X we obtain X(8) = R 0 Z . d z X. By (2) and 2.13 the given reflections s, 
and the one constructed from d coincide, as do the Cartan integers (c(, 9 i7 
a, /I E R. Therefore, 
the 3-graded root system associated with the closed 
abstract cog 8 = 5R; is canonically isomorphic to (R, R, ). i5 1 
We note however, that the given scalar product on X need not coincide 
with the one constructed in 2.19, 2.20. 
Finally, we remark that the construction can be reversed: if c” is a closed 
abstract cog with associated 3-graded root system (R(a), G*) then the 
corresponding closed abstract cog (a*) ” can be identified with 8. 
2.22. The results of this section are summarized in the 
EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. (a) If 8 Is a closed abstract cog then 
(R(I, a*) is a 3-graded root system such that for e, f E d 
eZfoe*Bf*, 3=l.,T,1-- 
where e* 2 ,f * is defined in 1.3. 
(b) If (R, R,) is a 3-graded root system then R; is a closed abstract 
cog where the relations in R; are defined bJ 
cIv W/3”~crW/3, 2’ = I, T, I--. 
(c) The constructions in (a) and (b) are imerses of each other. 
3. CLOSED COGS AND GRID BASES IN JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS 
The fundamental result of this section is that every closed cog 8 in a 
Jordan triple system is a closed abstract cog in the sense of 2.14. Hence, by 
2.20, there exists a 3-graded root system (R(.b), a*) associated with 8, 
which describes the elementary relations in & and other important proper- 
ties, like when is a product {e,e?e,>, eiE E, associated to another tripotent 
of 8 or when is 8 connected. In fact, in 3.4 the classification of closed cogs 
is reduced to that of 3-graded root systems. 
In 3.5 and 3.6 new concepts are introduced: standard grids and grid 
bases of tripotents. We show in 3.7 how they are related: every grid base 
of tripotents generates a (essentially unique) standard grid, and every 
standard grid is generated by a grid base of tripotents. In 3.8-3.11 we give 
some consequences of this result. Among them are: 
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. a description of the relation between grids and standard grids in 
3.8 (every grid is associated to a standard grid), 
. a description of finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pairs over 
algebraically closed fields by generators and relations in 3.11. 
The results in 3.1-3.11 are independent of the classification of grid bases 
in root systems and the classification of 3-graded root systems contained in 
[9]. In 3.12 we describe some consequences of these classifications for the 
results of this section. 
3.0. Notations. Unless stated otherwise we will consider Jordan triple 
systems (usually denoted by V) over an arbitrary base ring (usually 
denoted by k) as defined by K. Meyberg in [7], see also [6, 1.131 or 
[8, I Sect. 1.11. Thus, ?’ is a k-module equipped with a quadratic map 
P: V+ End, V satisfying certain identities in all base ring extensions. The 
linearization of P and the triple product (...I of V are defined by 
P(x, z) y = {xyz) = P(x + z) 4’- P(x) y - P(z) y, x, J’, z E v. 
An element eE V is called a tripotent if P(e)e = e. In this case V has a 
Peirce decomposition with respect o e, F’= LrZ(e) 0 v,(e) 0 Vo(e), see, e.g., 
[7, XV]. If V has no 2-torsion then XE vi(v), i= 2, I,0 iff {eex} = i-x. 
Two tripotents e, f~ V satisfying e E v;(f) and f E V,(e) are called 
orthogonal (e I f) if i = 0, collinear (e T f) if i = 1 and associated (e z f) if 
i = 2. We say e govenzs f (e + f) if e E V,(f) and f~ vZ(e). 
3.1. Cogs. We recall from [ 8, I Sect. 3.11 that a cog in a Jordan triple 
system V is a family d of non-zero tripotents in V such that for two distinct 
e, ~FZ 6 we either have e 1 f or e T f or e t--f or e ---I J: Hence, d fulfills 
condition (2.1.1). With the definition of e* given in 2.1 one checks that for 
e, f belonging to a cog 6 we have 
(1) f E L/fecej(e), in particular (eef } =f*(e) f = (f *, e*) J: 
Since a cog & is a set satisfying (2.1.1) we can speak of elementary con- 
figurations (triangle, quadrangle, diamond) in d which are defined in 2.1. 
On the other hand, triangles, quadrangles and diamonds have also been 
defined in [S, I Sect. 21. When it is necessary to distinguish these two dif- 
ferent notions we will call the basic configurations, as introduced in 2.1 root 
triangle, root quadrangle or root diamond, whereas the ones defined in [8, 
I Sect. 21 will be called triangle (quadrangle, diamond resp.) of tripotents. 
With these definitions we have: 
(2) (e,; e,, ez) is a triangle of tripotents iff (e,; e,, ez) is a root 
triangle and P(e,)e,=e,, {eieOej} =e, for {i,j} = (1, 23. 
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(3) (e,, e2, e3, ej) is a quadrangle of tripotents iff (e,, e7, e3, e,) is a 
root quadrangle and (e,e,+ ieltZl =eit3 (indices mod 4). 
(4) (e,; e,, e:, e3) is a diamond of tripotents iff (e,; e,, eL, e3) is a 
root diamond and {e,e,e,j=e,, equivalently (eO;e,,ez,e,) is a root 
diamond and {eoe,eZ> =e,. 
The criteria for triangles (quadrangles, diamonds) of tripotents, given in 
[S, I Sect. 21, can now be supplemented by the corresponding criteria for 
root triangles (quadrangles diamonds) in cogs, one simply substitutes 2 
for =. 
LEMMA. Let I c V be a cog. 
(a) Assunte (e,;e,,ez)Cb satisfies e,+e,. Then (eo;e,,ez) is a 
root triangle $f P(e,) e, z e2 iJf 2e,* = ef + ez*. 
(b) Assume (e,,e,,e,,e,)cb satisfies e,Te,Te, I e,. Them 
(e,,e,,e,, e3) is a root quadrangle iff (e,e,e,j,zee,. In this case, 
e: -eZ+ef--eB=O. 
(c) Assume (e,;e,,e,,e,jcb satisfies e,t-ee,-te,Te,. The!i 
(e,;e,, e,, e3) is a root diamond iff (e,e,e,) ze,. In this case, 
6 -e,*+ez--e:=O. 
(d) Assume (eO;e,,e,,e,)cE satisfies e,+e,Te,ie,. Then 
(eo;e,, e2, e3) is a root diamond iff {eoele2} ze3. 
Proof: (a) If (e,; e i, e2) is a root triangle we have P(e,) e, 8 e, by [8, 
1.2.5.b]. Conversely, (e,; e,, c), c = P(eO) e,, is a triangle of tripotents by 
[8, Criterion 1.2.5.a], and c lies in a Peirce space of b. Thus, by [8, 1.3.31 
for all f E E, f # e,, the pairs (-f, ez) and (f, c) satisfy the same relations l., 
T, or t-. Consequently, (eo; e,, e2) is a root triangle and e:(f) = c*(.f ), 
where c* is defined as in 2.1. By (1) and the Peirce multiplication rules we 
have for f E 6 
c = P(ed el E Vc*,.&7 = v12e;,fj - ;,s,(.f) 
whence 2e,* = e: + e; follows. Finally, 2e,* = e; + e: implies as in 2.4 that 
(e,; e,, e,) is a root triangle. 
(b) We let c= { e,e2e3>. By [8,1.2.1], (e,, ez, e3, c) is a quadrangle 
of tripotents. If (e,, ez, e3, e4) is a root quadrangle, then CG V,(e,) by the 
Peirce multiplication rules, and e4 E Yi(ei) n V,(e,) n V,(e,) c VI(c) by 
[S, 1.2.21, hence cc e4. The converse and the relation e: -e: + e: - 
e$ =0 follows as in (a) from [8, 1.3.31. 
(cj We put C= ( e,e0e3>. Then, by [S, 1.2.7.b], (e,,;e,, c,e3) is a 
diamond of tripotents. If (eo; e,, ez, e3) is a root diamond then CE I/,(e?) 
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and e2~ V,(e,)n V,(e,) n V,(e,) c V2(c) by [S, 1.2.121, thus cze,. The 
remaining parts follow as in (a). 
(d) Here c= (eoelel) is a tripotent such that (e,; el, e2, c) is a 
diamond of tripotents (18, 1.2.7.a]). Then one continues as in (c). 1 
3.2. Closed Cogs. A cog t” is called closed [S, Sect. 1.4.11 if for each 
pair e,, e, E& with e, I- el there exists f~ 8 satisfying f z P(eO) e, and if 
for each family (e,, e2, e3) cd with e, T e2 T e3 -L e, or el t- e2 ---I e3 T e, 
there exists g E d satisfying {elezel) z g. This definition looks similar to 
that of a closed abstract cog (2.14). In fact, we have the fundamental 
THEOREM. Let d c V be a cog. Therz 
(a) d is an abstract cog with respect o the elementary relations I, T 
and /- defined in 3.0. 
(b) 6’ is a closed cog iff 6 is a cIosed abstract cog. 
By 2.20 there exists a 3-graded root system (R(b), &*) such that 
e Wfoe* W f * for e, f EC: and 9 = I, T or k. It will be called the 
associated 3-graded root system of 8. 
ProoJ: (a) (JR,)(a) is the same as [S, 1.3.41; (JR,)(b) and (JR,)(c) are 
shown in the proof of [S, 1.3.5-J. 
(JR,,)(a) and (JR,,)(b) follow from the well-known fact that 
V,(el)n V,(e,)n V,(e3) =0 whenever e, I e2 I e3 (see, e.g., [S, 1.101). 
For (JR,,)(c) we observe that any conliguration h 4 e, T e3 tfi is part of 
a diamond, hence .f2 E V,(j’,) n V,(e,) n V,(e,) =0 by [S, 1.2.121. (JR,,,) 
has been proven in 3.1. 
(b) follows immediately from the definitions and 3.1. 1 
3.3. Multiplicative Properties of Closed Cogs. For a closed cog d 
products of type {eef }, e, f E 6, are described by the associated 3-graded 
root system (R(I), &*): {eef } = (f *, e*)J: For the remaining types of 
products, i.e., P(el) e2 or {e,e,e,} for distinct eiE b, one knows from [S, 
1.3.6 and 1.4.31: 
(1) either P(e,)ez=Oor P(e,je,%ffE8, and P(e,je,xfiffe, Fez, 
(2) unless e,Te,Te,Te, or ei-j ej bekTei for {i,j, k) = (1, 2, 3}, 
we have {e,e,e,,- ’ -0 or {eleze,>zf E&, and {e,e,e,}zfEC” iff 
e, Te,Te, I e, or e, -j e,Te, I e, or e, Te, /- e3 I e, or e, j e, t 
e3 I e, or e, /-eez+ e,Te,. 
The root system associated to a closed cog does not only reflect the rela- 
tions 99 = I, T or t, but also describes when P(el) eZ = f or (e1e2e3} z:J: 
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THEOREM. Let 8 be a closed cog and (R(b), a*) its associated 3-graded 
root system. Then for distinct ej E 8, i = 1,2, 3 and f E B 
(a) P(e,)e,zffo2er-e2*=f*, 
(b) (e1e2e3) z:f (in particular {e,e,e,) is a tripotent)oe:-e:+ 
e: = f*? unless e,Te2Te3Tel. 
The reason for excluding e, T e2 T k3 T e, in (b) are diamonds: in case 
e,TezTe,Te, we have e,*-e*+e$=f* iff (f: e,,ez,e3) is a root 
diamond. But if (k e,, e,, e3) happens to be a diamond of tripotents then 
(e,e2e3 > = Z!f is not a tripotent. 
Proof (a) Follows from (l), 2.4 and 3.1(a). For (bl we first show: 
(3) if ei+ ejiekTe, for {i,j,kj= {1,2,3) then {e,e2e;> is not 
associated to some f E 6. 
Indeed, suppose e,+ ez t-ee,Te, then (ele2e3) E V?(e,)n V,(.e,), whence 
(e,e,e,) and e, are not associated. If {e1e2e3) z f E& then, by [S, I.3.35, 
f-l elT contradiction. The other two cases are excluded similarly. 
Assume now ( e e e }zff~&. Since we excluded e,Te,Te,Te!, it 1 z 3 
follows from (2) and (3) that (e,, ez, e3) is part of a quadrangle, diamond 
or triangle. In all cases e1* -e: + e: = f * follows from 3.1. 
Conversely, suppose e: - ef + e: = f *. Then {e, eze3) z J’ follows from 
2.5 and 3.1. 1 
3.4. Class$ication of Closed Cogs. Any two sets &, 9 satisfying (2.1.1) 
are called isomorphic (8 5 9) if there exists a bijection p: 6 -+ 9 such that 
e, %’ e, G- cp(el) d cp(ez) for each pair e,, ez E d and W = I, T or k, cf. 1.7. 
This definition gives in particular an isomorphism concept for cogs in I/. 
In [8, Sect. 3.41 a cog 6 was called connected if for each pair e,f e 6 
there exists a finite sequence (e=e,, ez, . . . . e,* = f j cB with e; J. ei+ ,, 
1 d id lr - 1. It is clear that 
(1) each cog c” has a unique disjoint decomposition 6 = u)i &, where 
the 4. are connected cogs and 4. I 4 for i # j. 
The & are called the connected components of t”. 
THEOREM. (a) A closed cog is connected tff its associated 3-graded root 
system is irreducible. 
(b) Two closed cogs are isomorphic iff their associated 3-graded root 
systems are isomorphic (as 3-graded root systems). 
Proof. (a) Let I be a closed cog and (R(b), t”* ) its associated 
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3-graded root system. By 1.6, d is connected iff 6” is irreducible iff R is 
irreducible. 
(b) Let VP: 8 4 F be an isomorphism of closed cogs. It canonically 
induces an isomorphism p: dp(&‘) --) P?(F) of Z-modules. Since 
e*(e,)= (cpe)* (cpr,) for e, e, E& we obtain e*(x) = (cpe)* (rpx) for 
x E Y(S), whence q(& E I ker e*) = r)f.E%F kerf*. So p induces Z-module 
isomorphisms cp: R(b) + A(F) and q*: d(P)* + R(b)*: CI -+ c( 0 q. Since 
q*(f) = (q-if)* for f EF we obtain a bijection cp*: .F* + a* preserving 
the relations in F* and 8”. Because q* maps the Z-span of F* onto 
the Z-span of b* we also obtain a vector space isomorphism 
cp*: X(F) + X(8). By 1.7, q* is then an isomorphism of 3-graded root 
systems. Again by 1.7, any isomorphism between (R(8), a*) and 
(R(9)), F*) gives an isomorphism between & and F. 1 
3.5. Standard Grids. We recall from [S, I Sect. 4.41 that a closed cog 8 
is called a grid if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(G,) each family (e,, eZ, e3) c 8 with e, T ez T e3 T e, and 
{ele2e3} # 0 is embedded in a root diamond (c; e,, e,, e3) c 8, 
(G,,) if e, 4 e2 t e3 T e, then {elezeJ) = 0. 
We will be mainly concerned with grids where in the multiplication rules 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.2) the sign “ zf” can be replaced by “= +f”. More 
precisely, a grid 9 is called a standard grid if it satisfies 
(SG,) every root triangle is a triangle of tripotents, 
(SG,,) every root diamond is a diamond of tripotents, 
(SG,,,) if (e,*A g, h j c 9 is a root quadrangle then {efg) = f h. 
Remarks. (a) Standard grids can also be defined by multiplication 
rules. Namely, a closed cog 9 is a standard grid iff for distinct e,f, g E 9 the 
following rules are satisfied: 
(1) either P(e)f=O or e k-f, in which case P(e)f’=hE&, 
(2) (a) {efgj =O, or 
(b) (efg} =f, where (f; e, g) c 9 is a triangle, or 
(~1 (efg} =h, h w ere (e;f, g, A) or (s;.L e, 11) or (f; e, h, 8) is a 
diamond, or 
(dj {efgj = -+_h, where (e,f, g, h) c Y is a root quadrangle, or 
(e) {efg) = 2/z, where (h; e,f; gj c B is a diamond. 
(b) Let Y be a standard grid and (R, R, ) its associated 3-graded root 
system, so that 9 = {e,; CI E R,). The multiplication rules (2) imply for 
distinct CI, /I, y E RI 
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(2’.a) if a--/!+lt~Rr then 1(eXepei,)=peE-S+7 for p= ~1 or 2, 
and 
(2’.b) if a-P+y$Rr, then {e,epe,)=O. 
Note that the value of p is determined by the configuration of the roots 
a, b, and 7. 
(c) Recall, that a submodule W of I/ is called a subsystem of V if 
P(w,) by2 E W for all ivi E IV. Thus it follows from (1) and (2) that 
(3) the k-span W of a standard grid 59 in a Jordan triple system Y 
is a subsystem of V. 
Moreover, 
W= @ kg. 
gc9 
To see that the sum is direct, simply note that every trivial linear combina- 
tion in W can be written in the form 0= (cl g,)+ (C;‘L2 iigj)+ 
(CYz ,,t+I iig;), where iiek CYz2iigi~ I/,(g,) and C?=,+i CigiE V,(g,f. 
Now use v’= v2(gl)0 v,(g,)@ V,-,(glj. 
(d) If one would define standard grids by requiring if$gi = lz 
whenever (e,f, g, h) is a root quadrangle, interesting Jordan triple systems 
(e.g., those of exceptional type) would not contain standard grids. The 
problem of determining the signs in (SG,,,) resp. (2.d) is closely related 
to the corresponding problem for Chevalley bases in a semisimple split 
Lie algebra, cf. [13]. For, one can show that every standard grid 9 
generates a Chevalley basis of the Kantor-Koecher-Tits algebra of 
V= eeeg ke [IO]. 
(e) The name “standard grid” was used in [S, p. 601 as a 
simultaneous name for seven well-defined types of grids (namely the exam- 
ples (4) below). Every standard grid in the sense of [S] is a standard grid 
as delined here, but not conversely. The more general notion is better 
suited for the purposes of this paper. 
EXAMPLES. The following seven examples of standard grids have been 
defined in [8, II Sects. l--3]. For each example & we identify the associated 
root system R(g). In case R(b) is of type D,, which has two non- 
isomorphic 3-gradings, we also list the type of the 3-grading. 
(4.a) rectangular grid W(1, J); R(%‘(I, J)) = .4(,,,j,,(*1, where 
(1~ J)\, (* i is a set having one less element than lu J. 
(4.b) odd-dimensional quadratic form grid z&,(I), R( &( I)) = Bf. 
(4.~) hermitian grid X(I), R(Z(I)) = Cf. 
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(4.d) even-dimensional quadratic form grid &(I), R($)(Z)) = D,, the 
corresponding grading is the even quadratic form grading in the sense 
of [9]. 
(4.e) symplectic grid Y(I), R(Y(Z)) = D, the associated grading is 
the symplectic grading in the sense of [9]. 
(4.f) Bi-Cayley grid 3, R(g) = EC. 
(4.g) Albert grid &, R(d)= E,. 
To find the type of R(6) in the examples (4.a)-(4.e) one uses the 
isomorphism criterion 1.7 and the realizations of 3-gradings of the root 
systems of type A,, B,, C,, and D, given in [9]. If d is an example (4.f) 
or (4.g) then (81 = 16 (27 resp.) and (R(6), c”) is obviously not isomorphic 
to a 3-graded root system of classical type, whence R(b) = E, (E, resp. j
by C91. 
3.6. Grid Bases. A cog B in V is called a grid base (of tripotents) if 
(GBT,) 2 is isomorphic (in the sense of 3.4) to a grid base in a root 
system (cf. (1.5.5)), and 
(GBT,,) (efg} = 0 whenever e,f,gea satisfy eTfTgTe or 
e I-fTgi e. 
We note that (GBT,,) is automatically fulfilled if 2 is a subset of a grid: 
(1) Let Y!? be a grid and a’* a grid base of (R(9), g*). Then 
g = { g E 9; g* E a* } is a grid base of tripotents. 
Indeed, assume e, f, g E g satisfy e TfT g T e and { efs} # 0. Then, by (G, j, 
there exists CE~ such that (c; e,f, g) is a root diamond. By (1.3.6), 
c* = e* -f * + g*, hence f * is negative, cf. 1.5. But f * k (2e* -c*), so f* 
is positive by (1.5.6), contradiction. If e F-fT g 4 e then {fig} = 0 by (G,,), 
whence (ejk} =0 by [S, 13.9.a]. 
A consequence of (1) and (1.5.4) is 
(2) Let ‘S be a grid. Then there exists a grid base g of tripotents such 
that g c 9 and &?* is a grid base of (R(3), 9*). 
Let S? be a grid base of tripotents, isomorphic to the grid base B of a 
3-graded root system. Then the connected components of 2 (see (3.3.1)) 
correspond to the irreducible components of S?‘, (1.6.3), hence 
(3) a is connected iff B is irreducible, 
(4) every connected component of g is a grid base of tripotents. 
For later use we introduce various types of grid bases of tripotents, 
(5.a)-(5.g) below. All these types actually exist. They can be realized using 
(1) and the examples (3.5.4.a)-(3.5.4.g). That (GBT,) holds, follows from 
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the description of the associated 3-graded root systems in (3.5.4) and tbe 
examples of irreducible grid bases given in [9]. 
We recall that a set GT? of pairwise collinear tripotents is called a cofZitzear 
system; V is called pure if (efg > = 0 for distinct e, f, g E %. A family ?S of 
non-zero tripotents is called 
(5.a) a rectangular grid base, if A4 = {ejl; jE J). v ieLk; kE K), where 
J, K are index sets containing 1, and 
(a) tejl;j E J} and {elk; k E K} are pure collinear systems, 
(b) e.i, I elk for all j # 1, k # 1, 
(5.b) an odd quadratic form grid base, if .B = (e,) u (e,; iE I], where 
I= 0 is an index set not containing 0, and 
(a) {ei; iE I) is a pure collinear system, 
(b) e. Fe,, 
(c) {eoe,ej) =0 for i,jEI, i#j, 
(5.~) a hermitian grid base, if 2 = (e,; iE I>, where I is an index set 
containing 1, 111 2 3, and 
(a) (e,; i # 1 } is a collinear system, 
(b) 2, i pi, if 1, 
(5.d) an etlen quadratic form grid base, if a’= {e,, e,] u {ei; iEIj.. 
where I is an index set not containing 1, 2, IZ( 2 2, and 
(a) (er} u (e,; iEI} and {e2j. u {e,; iEIj are pure collinear 
systems, 
(b) el 1 e2, 
(5.e) a sJ,mpfectic grid base, if .8 = {e,, e,, e3) u {e;; in I,\, where I is 
an index set not containing 1,2, 3, 111 3 2, and 
(a) {e,,e,)u {ei; iEZ} and {e,,ez, e3’, are pure collinear 
systems, 
(b) e, I ei for all ieI, 
(5.f) a Si-Ca~~le~, grid base, if &I = (e,, . . . . e6), where 
(a) (el,e2,e3,eJ,ej) and (e,,el,es,e6) are pure collinear 
systems, 
(b) e4 1 e6 1 e5, 
(5.g) an Albert grid base if W = (e,, e,, . ..~ e,), where 
(a) (e,, e,, e2, e3, ez, ej) and (eo, e,, e,, e3, e6) arc pure collinear 
systems, 
(b) e, I e6 I e,. 
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3.7. Standard Grids and Grid Bases. Standard grids and grid bases are 
related by the following 
THEOREM. Let 98 be a grid base of tripoterlts, isomorphic to a grid base 
B of the 3-graded root system (R, R,). Then there exists a standard grid 59 
sati@ng 
(a) s%~‘S and 
(b) (R(W, %*I z (R R,). 
For every g E 9\9# there exist ei E 99 such that one of the follo\,v 3 cases holds: 
jc.1) g=P(e,) e2, Hihere (e,; e,, g) is a triangle of tripotents, 
(c.2) g= (e,eoe3>, lvhere (e 0; e,, g, e3) is a diamond of tripotents, 
(c.3) g= kg,, 16n<4, &ere gO=el, gi={e2,+,e,igi-,)E +9 
(i>O) and (gi-l, e2i, e2;+ I, gi) is a quadrangle of tripotents. 
Zf @ is another standard grid satisfjing (a) and (b), then $9 = @ module signs: 
there exists an isomorphism f: (R(9), ‘S*) --, (R(g), @*j of 3-graded root 
systems and a sign distribution (E,) 7 E 9, E, = +, such that cft(,, = eye7 for all 
e,E9. 
In the following we will speak of $9 as the standard grid generated by S?, 
although 9 is unique only up to signs. 
ProoJ: The proof is divided into parts (A)-( D j. 
(A) Comtruction of a closed cog 9 satisjjkg (a) and (bj: We use 
(1.5.7) and an induction on the height to construct a non-zero tripotent ep 
for p E R,\B. We have p = y - 6 + E, where y E R, with ht(l;) = ht(p) - 2, 
6, E E B and one of the following. 3 cases holds: 
(1) y = E, (y; 6, p) is a triangle: e, = P(e,) e6, 
(2) (6; E, p, y) is a diamond, y E B: ep = (e,,e,e,}, 
(3) (y, 6, E, ,u) is a quadrangle: e, = {e,e,e,). 
We observe that 9 = (e,; y E R, > satisfies (c) since ht(y) 2 3 occurs only in 
case (3). 
We will show that for CC, BE R, we have 
em E v+,defl) (1) 
using induction on n = ht(a) + ht(fi). The case II = 1 holds by the definition 
ofagridbase.Ifcr=1,-6+&for(y,6,&)asabovethen(a,S)=(y,B)- 
(6, /?) + (E, /?) and (1) follows from the Peirce multiplication rules and 
induction. If B = y - 6 + e for (y, b, E j as above we have for the various 
cases: 
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(1) I’=&, (y; 6, 0) triangle: (IX, fl) = (a, 1~) - (G(, b), thus 
e, E V,,,,,(ep) by C&I.2.61; 
(2) (6; E, /?, 7) diamond: (ix, /?) = (a, 7) -2(cr, S) + (LX, E), hence 
e,E V,,,j(ep) by P, 1.2.121; 
(3) (y, 6, E, b) quadrangle: (a, /I> = (x, r> - (c(, S) + (o(, e) and 
e, E vc,~Dj (eg) by [S, X2.21. 
This proves ( 1). It follows from (1) that 3 is a cog isomorphic to R,, hence 
a closed cog. 
(B) If all roots in R, have the same length (i.e., CI, /3~ R, *LX= 0 or 
CI T b or LY I fl) then 9 is a standard grid. 
In view of (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) we have to show 
(B,) (eaeDep)=O if gTPTpTcr, 
(Jh) (e,eBe,>= +e,-D+r if aTPTp I ct. 
We will first prove (Bl ) and 
l - e,eDe,) = +ea-B+p, if rTpTpiu, 
ht(cc) = ht(cr - /I + ,u) - 2, and j3, p E B, 
(2i I 
by a simultaneous induction on n = ht(a) + ht(j?) + ht(p)> 3. The case 
n = 3 holds by definition. So let rz > 5. 
We start with (2). Since e, ~ p + ~ is defined with respect o some represen- 
tation of a--b+ p, say 
e 1-fi+p= {e,e,e,},cc--B+==---++, 
where D T 6 T E I cr, ht(o) = ht(n), 6, c E B, we have to compare these two 
representations. We may assume that they are distinct. Then there are the 
following 3 cases: fl#S and P#E; fl=S and a#;; b#S and E=P. 
(a) fl#tS and p #E. It follows from [9] that there exists KE R, 
such that CI= K---B+& and o=K--b+p. Moreover, (p, 6)= (p, E) and 
(A 6) = (B, E). Thus, pl.6T~Ip or pTbT&Tp. In both cases, 
{ePebeE) = 0. Similarly, { eOe,e,} = 0. Therefore, the basic Jordan triple 
identity [IS, (1.1.15)] implies 
f {e,epe,) e6 e,) = {{eKebes) ege,l, 
which proves (2) in view of (eKeDeAl} = +e, and {eKedeE) = +e,. 
(b) j=6, E#P. It follows from [9] that there exists KE R, with 
ht(K)=ht(6)-2=iz-4and~lEBsuchthato=K-v+~anda=Ic-~~$&, 
Moreover, t( T 6 T ,u T E and (6, K) = (6, v). Therefore, (e,le,e, > = 0 and, by 
induction for (B,), also (e,e,e,,} =O. Now (2) follows as before. 
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(c) b # 6, E = ,u. By [9] there exists K E R[, ht(rc) = n - 4, and v E B 
such that C=K-p+v, a=~--6+v. Moreover, /IT6 and ~Tsl v or 
K -L ET V. Hence, {eBeaeb} = 0 and therefore 
if eKebeLt) e6e,l= {eKe~{eLredec)) + ({eKehe,) ege,). 
If K T E I v then (e,e,e,} = 0 and 
Since KTE and 6T p we obtain {eKeper:) =0= {ese,,e,}, and (2) follows. 
If rc I &TV then {e,,ese,> =0= {e,ege,) = {edeKeB} and hence 
i{e,.e0e,> e6eE) = { {eKedeE) epe,} = - (e,ep(e,eJe,,} >. This settles (2) for 
ht(cr) = n - 2. 
We will now prove (B,) for ht(a) + ht(B) + ht(p) = n assuming (B, j and 
(2) for ht(a) + ht(p) + ht(p) d n - 2. By [S, 1.3.71 we have (e,ege,) = 0 e 
{ege,e,} = 0 o {e,e,ea} = 0. We can therefore assume ht(p) 3 3. We 
decompose p according to (1.5.7): p = y -6 + E, where 7 T 6 T E -L y, 
ht(y) = ht(p) - 2, 6, E E B. It is to show 
{eaep{eye6eel > =O. (3) 
We know that y, 6, E are distinct. If a = 6 then CI = 1/’ or a = E follows, hence 
CI # 6. Similarly, /? # 6. It is therefore enough to prove (3) in the following 
six cases: c( = y; CI = E; p = y; p = E; c1 T 1’ and Q I y. 
If CI = y, it follows that 6 T CI I E and j/l, 6) = (p, E). Moreover, by 
C8, U.1.12)1, 
ie,zeg{e8de,l I= P(e,, {e,w,>)efi 
= P(e,)(ebe,eg} + {eEes P(e,,)ea>. 
Clearly, P(e,) eg =O, and {e,e,eg) = 0 because (p, 6) = (8, E). The case 
CI = E is treated in the same way. If p = y we obtain 
{eae8{epwE)l = {e e-e x d El - Iedepeze6> e,> + {epe6{elebes>). 
But B T (p - 6 + E) implies 6 T b I E whence {ege,e,} = 0 = (e,ege,}. Also, 
aT (p-6 +E) gives (a, 6)= (CI, E) whence {e,e,e,) =O. 
The case B= E is treated in the same way. In the following we can 
therefore assume that ~1, D, 11, 6, E are pairwise distinct. 
We consider now the case CI T y. Using (B, ) we find je,ellel, > = 0. 
Therefore, 
(eze~(e,e,e,)} = - (ey{eDe,e,} e,} + (e,e,(e,eBe,>>. 
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Since IX T (11-b + E) we have (x, 6) = (cq E), whence there are two subcases: 
bTaTsand61aIs. 
Assume aTy, STATE. Then {e,ePe,)-=O. If flT6 also {epexe6) =O. So 
we can assume p I 6. From PT (1~ - 6 + Ej we now obtain ]‘T p I E or 
y 1 jT E. In the first case, {eae,e,)E Vo(e,) and in the second 
(epe,e,} E Vo(e,), so (3) follows. 
Assume NT?;, 6 -L CI -L E. Then (e,epe,] = {e,es{elePeE}~~~ We may 
further assume BT E. Then (/3,~) = (/?, 6) follows. If fiT 6 then 
(e,ese,} E Vo(es). Thus it remains to consider /IT E, 6 1 fl I 1’. Using the 
basic Jordan triple identity we obtain 
{eues{ezeaeEj} = (e,ep(e,e,e,)) + (e,(epe,e,} e.) j
- ie,es{e,eDe,j j = {el(epeEeJ} e,,j 
since ~~16. Because flT&TS I/J we have a=P--E+deR,. Since 6 is 
negative (E positive) it follows that ht(aj = ht(pj - 2. Because 6 T a I E it 
follows from (2) that (e,e,e,) = +ep, i.e., (e,, eg, eer +_ell) is a quadrangle 
of tripotents. But then (epe,e,} = +e, holds by [S, 1.2.11. Since MT a T ;’ 
we obtain {e,e,e,,,} = 0 by induction. 
It remains to consider cx i 7. Then ET CI J- 6 and hence (e,epe, > = 0, so 
{e,ep{e.,eseEj} = ({e,eseTj eAezj. 
We may assume /?T y, then (B, 6)= (8, E) follows. If /IT 6 then 
(e,eae,} E V,(e,), and we are done. So we are left with DT y, E 1 b 1 6. As 
mentioned before it suffices to consider (e,e,eg} instead of (e,ege,, j. Since 
CI I 7 we obtain 
(e,(e,ehe,> epj = { (e,e,e,j e,.eaj. 
As in the previous case a=a-s+dER,, ht(a) = ht(a) - 2, 
(e,e,e,} = +e, and aT yT fiT a. Since then (e,e,eg] =0 by induction, 
(B, j is proven. 
To finish the proof of (B) we still have to prove (B,). We will use an 
induction on n = ht(aj + ht(fl) + ht(p). The case n= 3 being clear we 
suppose n>5. We put p=c~-fl+p. 
If CI, p E B then /3 E B follows from (1.5.3). Hence, by symmetry, ht(p) >, 3. 
We decompose p as usual: p = y - b + E, where 7 E R, with ht(p) = ht(y) t 2 
and 6, E E B. Since e, = + {e,e,e,} by (2) it is to show 
{eze8(e7e6eEj j = Fe, (4) 
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From the basic Jordan triple identify we obtain a := (e,e,{e,e,e,}} 
= {eyedeaepeel I- t { e+w,l ege,) + fe,{e6eye8> e,> (5) 
= ({ezege,} edea} - { {e,8,e,} eaejt) + (e,{epe,e,l e,]. (6) 
Normalizing the scalar product such that (a, a) = 2 we obtain from 
/? T p I M the equations 
1 + M 6) = (B> E) + (891’) (7) 
ia, 6) = ia. E) + ia, Y) (8) 
We will consider various cases according to the solutions of (7) and (8). 
First, let a = 6. Since then a # E and a # y, we obtain ET CI T y, hence 
(e,ege,) = 0 = (e,(e6e,ep} e,} by (B,) and induction (to ensure 
{e,e,eg)=O or = +e,-,+8). Therefore, by (5), LI= -(e,epe,) and (4) 
follows from p = y - p + a. We can now assume CI # 6, whence c1 #F, CI # 1) 
by (8). 
If fi= 6 we obtain the contradiction ,LI=s or p=y. Thus we also know 
/?#S. If /?=E then CITE and {e,(ede,ea) e,] =0 follows. Since 
(eYe6es} E V,,(eSj we obtain a= {eYeseE} from (jj, and (4) follows. The 
case /3 = y is treated similarly. 
From now on we assume that LX, j?, y, E are pairwise distinct. By (7), this 
leaves us with the following 3 cases 
Case (a). b I p, E I p T y. 
Then a= {esl(ebe,ep)e,} by (5). Since 6T~rT/l16 we know 
6 - y + BE R,, and because 6 is negative it follows that ht(6 - 1’ + p) < 
ht(y) + ht(P). By induction therefore (e6e,eg} = +edP,+p and again by 
induction {e,e6-,+Be8} = +e,P,,-,+8,+P= +ep. 
Case (b) is treated in the same way as case (a). This leaves us with 
Case (c). 6 T j3, E T p T y. 
Then a = { (e,eae,} ebeE} - ({e,e,e,,} epe, >. 
Suppose CI I 6 or c1 T E. Then {earebeE} =O. Since CI I 7 we obtain 
(e,eSe,} = ke3LPB+y and a= + (e,- 8+Ye,e,} = fe, follows from (2). 
It remains to consider 6T CI I E, LXT y. Then a= (e,e,{e,xe8eE}} by (5) 
and {esBeE} = -+ea-p+a by induction. If ht(cc - j3 + E) < ht(cl) + ht(P) + 1 
we are done by induction. Also, if y E B we are done by (2). We may 
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therefore assume )I.$ B and ht(cc - p + E) = ht(a) + ht(fl) + 1. We define 
a(l) :=a-/I++, p(1) :=6, p(l):=)‘. Then u(l), p(l), k{(l) satisfy the same 
hypotheses as CI, /I. ~1. We decompose p( 1) = )I( 1) - 6( 1) + E( 1 j as before. By 
what we proved so far, (4) holds with the possible exception of the case 
where s(l)TB(l), c(l)Tp(l)Ty(l), s(l)T~(l)Tc(l) and a(t)T1;(1 j. In 
this case 
We note ht(y(1)) = ht(y) -2. Therefore, after having applied the same 
process a finite number of times we are left with 
where we know that (4) holds. This finishes the proof of (B2j and 
hence (B ). 
(C) 3 is a standard grid in general. Whenever M, /I G R i belong to 
different irreducible components of R, , any Jordan triple product involving 
e,, eg vanishes. In view of (3.51 j and (3.5.2) we can therefore assume that 
R, is irreducible and, by (B), that R, has at least two different lengths. By 
1.6, R and B are then irreducible, and by [9], R and B have exactly two 
different lengths. 
Since the case IBI = 2 is trivial, we can assume 1 Bl > 3. There exist 
/I,, /I2 E B satisfying /I1 /- flz. If for all other 0 E B we have /I1 k fl it easily 
follows that B is an odd quadratic form grid base, cf. (3.6.5.b). Otherwise, 
it is not hard to see that g is a hermitian grid base [9]. 
If A?= {e,] 0 (e,; in I> is an odd quadratic form grid base, then 
9fl=Bu (2e,*-e*; ieZ}, hence Y=Bu (P(e,)ei; i~:Ii. It is easily 
checked that 9 then satisfies the multiplication rules (3.51) and (3.5.2), see 
[8, II. 1.11. B is an odd-dimensional quadratic from grid. 
If &= (e,; iEI} IS a hermitian grid base, where fli -f fii for i # 1, then 
R,=Bu(e,*-e~+e,*;i,j#l}andV=~u~(P(e,)e,;i#I)~(~e~e~e~~~; 
I, i, j # $. It is straightforward to prove that $!? is a standard grid, in fact, 
it is a hermitian grid, see [S, 11.1.41. 
(D) 9 E g module signs. Indeed, this follows from the equations in 
(c), (3.5.1), (3.5.2), and an induction on the height. 1 
Remarks. (a) By (3.6.2) any standard grid ?? contains a grid base .% 
of tripotents such that B* is a grid base of (R(9), g*). Therefore, ?? is the 
standard grid generated by g. 
(b) The proof above es essentially classification-free. The only place 
where we used a part of the classification of grid bases in root systems was 
in step (C). However, it is a matter of a few lines (and the easiest part of 
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the grid base classitication) to show that a connected grid base with at least 
two lengths is either an odd quadratic form grid base or a hermitian grid 
base. Also, the proofs of the theorems [S, 11.1.1 and 11.1.41 quoted in (C) 
are relatively short. 
3.8. Standard Grids and Grids. Two cogs d, 9 in a Jordan triple system 
V are called associated (8 zz 9 ) if there exists a bijection cp: d + F such 
that cp(e) z e for all e E t?. Two associated cogs are isomorphic: 
d 2 5 =a d ,- B 2 (1) 
where 6 - F is defined in 3.4. Indeed, let .fi = &ei), i = 1, 2, ej E 6. Then 
V,(ei) = Vj(fi) for i = 1, 2 and j= 0, 1, 2 [S, 1.2.31. Therefore, if e, I ez 
then V2(f2)= Vz(ez)c P’,-,(e,)= V&i), so fr I-f,. If e, t-r2 then 
~~‘.~~f’.~~~(f~h so .fi F./i and (1) follows. 
M takes into account how d and 9 are imbedded in V, it is 
clear that the implication (1) cannot be reversed. 
THEOREM. Every grid is associated to a standard grid. More precise/q: for 
every grid 9 there exists a grid base B of tripotents such that g c F and 
F is associated to the grid generated by B. 
ProoJ: By (3.6.2) there exists a grid base @c 9 such that a* is a grid 
base of (R(P)), F*). Let 9 be the grid generated by 99’. By 3.7.~ and the 
definition of closedness applied to 9, every g E 9 is associated to some 
f~ 9. We therefore obtain an injective map cp: 9 --, 9 such that v(g) zzg 
for every g E 9. We will now show surjectivity of cp. 
LetfE 9 and apply (1.5.7) to g* c F*. There are three possibilities, the 
first being that there exist bier? such that (b3; b,,f) is a root triangle. By 
(3.5.1), P(b,) b,Eg, and by 3.1(a) we have f z P(b,) b,. Similarly, one 
treats the remaining two possibilities. It follows that q is surjective, hence 
Y*P-. 1 
3.9. Generators and Relations .for Jordan Triple Systems. Jordan triple 
systems defined by generators and relations are constructed in the usual 
way: one considers the free Jordan triple system on the generating set and 
factors out the ideal generated by the given relations. 
We recall that the basic relations in a cog can be expressed by equations: 
if e,f are tripotents then 
e If- P(e)f= 0, {eef} = 0 
eTf-= {ef> =J; (ffe) = e 
e tfo P(e)zf=f, (ffe} = e 
It is in this sense that (2) below is a set of relations. 
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THEOREM. (a) Let V be the k-span of a standard grid 9 = {e,; a E R, >, 
where (R, R,) is the associated 3-graded root system qf 9. Let B be a grid 
base of (R, R,). 
Then V is generated as Jordan triple system by the grid base of tripotents 
W= {ear c(EB)-, and the elements of 2 sati!jj the following relations 
ix. /?, y E B): 
PjeJ e, = e,, (1, ’ I 
e,S?e,eudfl for 2 = I, T or k, (2) 
{e,epe,.) = 0 whenever aT/JTyTixorcc~/?Tyjcx. (3) 
(b) Let B be a grid base of a 3-graded root system( R, R,) sati$j+ng 
the hypothesis 
(H) (R, R,) is isomorphic to the associated 3-graded root q-stem qf 
some standard grid. 
Let i’ be the Jordan triple system generated by the set 9 = I,ex; u ~2) 
satisjjing the relations (l)-(3). 
Then 2 is a grid base of tripotents, V is the k-span of the standard grid 
9 generated by &I and (R, R,) is isomorphic to the 3-graded root qastem 
associated 9. 
ProoJ: (a) By (3.6.1), @ is a grid base of tripotents. By 3.7, V is 
generated by L%. The relations (1 t(3) simply express that d is a grid base 
of tripotents. 
(b) By (l)-(3 j, 2 is a grid base of tripotents-except that it is not 
clear that g # 0. This is where we need (H ): there exists a standard grid 4 
whose associated 3-graded root system is isomorphic to (R, R,). By (a) and 
the universal property of I/ there then exists a surjective map from V onto 
the k-span of 9 (in some Jordan triple system P). Because 9 consists of 
non-zero tripotents, the same is true for S9. Hence 8 is a grid base of 
tripotents. The rest follows from 3.7. B 
Remurks. (a) In case V has no 2-torsion the relations (1) and (2 j can 
be replaced by 
{e,e,ea) = (P, u> efl ( V without 2-torsion). (41 
For in this case, (4) holds for all c[, /I E B iff eg E VCB.a)(e,) for all CI: p E 3 
which is equivalent to (1 j and (2) for all M, /3 E B. 
(b) One can show that (H) is always fulfilled, cf. (3.12(B)) 
(c) Jordan triple systems spanned by standard grids naturally arise 
in analytic settings. 
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Let U be a positive hermitian Hilbert triple as defined in [S, IV Sect. 21 
or let U be an atomic JBW*-triple [S, IV Sect. 31. Then, by [8, IV 2.121 
and by [8, IV 3.141, there exists a subsystem V of U which is the C-span 
of a standard grid and which is topologically dense with respect to the 
Hilbert space topology resp. the I?*-topology. In both cases, the structure 
of U is determined by the structure of V, cf. [S, IV 2.14 and 3.181. 
3.10. We say that a Jordan triple V is defined bJ> the data (ea)aEB if V is 
the k-span of the standard grid generated by the grid base 
B= {e,;aeB) c V. 
COROLLARY. Let V and v be two Jordan triple systems over a field k 
defined by the data (ea)neB, (P,),,B resp. Let f: B -+ B be an isomorphism 
of grid bases (cf. 1.7). 
Then there exists a unique isomorphism of Jordan triple sj’stems FI V + r 
such that F(e,) = Z,-(x, for all c( E B. 
3.11. Jordan Pairs. All theorems proven so far in this section also hold 
for Jordan pairs [6] by considering the polarized Jordan triple system 
V= V + Cij I/- associated with a Jordan pair Y = ( V+, V - ). We will give 
an application to finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pairs over algebrai- 
cally closed fields. 
THEOREM. Let k be an algebraically closed field. 
(a) Every finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pair Y over k is the k- 
span of a finite standard grid 9. Hence, let B be a grid base of (R(g), 9*), 
then Y is isomorphic to the Jordan pair defined by the generators 
{e, = (e,‘, e;); M E B} and the relations (3.9.1~(3.9.3). 
(b) Conversely, let B be a grid base of a finite 3-graded root system 
(R, R,) satisfying the hypothesis (H) of 3.9. Let 9’ be the Jordan pair over 
k generated bll the set {e, = (e,t- , e,); u E Bj subject to the relations 
(3.9.1)-(3.9.3 ). Then Y is a finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pair span- 
ned by a standard grid whose associated 3-graded root system is isomorphic 
to CR, R,). 
(c) Every finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pair Y over k has 
an involution, i.e., there exists an isomorphism q: Y- + Y”P satisfying 
q,oq-O=id. 
ProoJ: (a) We will first show: 
(1) Let e=(e+, e-) be a minimal idempotent of the semisimple 
finite-dimensional Jordan pair W over k. Then W,(e) = (ke+, ke-). 
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By [6, 5.8 and 10.171 IV,(e) is von Neumann regular, whence every 
0 #x+ E W,(e)+ is part of an idempotent (x+, x-) E IV,(e) [6; 5.81 which, 
by minimality, is associated to e. In particular, Q(s+ ) / W,(e) + is invertible. 
It follows that Wz(e) is a division pair. Now [6, 15.5.b] implies (1). 
To prove (a) we apply [8,1.6.7]: a semisimple finite-dimensional Y is 
covered by a finite atomic grid 3 with minimal idempotents. Since 
generalized Peirce spaces inherit semisimplicity [S; I.6.l.c], they are all 
l-dimensional by ( 1). Hence -Y is spanned by 9. The remaining part of (a) 
follows from 3.9, interpreted for Jordan pairs. 
(b) By 3.9 we know that 
We= @ (kec, ke.;) 
j’ER, 
is finite dimensional. Since Rad(ke: , ke.; ) = 0 it then follows from [S, 
1.6.11 that Rad Y r = 0. The rest is clear. 
(c) By (a), %’ is defined by the data (e, = (e,+, e;m))X(EB. Hence, 3’““” 
is defined by the data (eEp = (e;, e:)),,,. By 3.10 there exists an 
isomorphism ye = (II+ , q _ ): V --) Yap such that rj,ez - eT”. Since 
?I,, 0 y--D = id holds on a generating set, it follows that r is an involution 
of Y. 1 
We note that (c) is “obvious” from the classification of finite dimensional 
semisimple Jordan pairs over algebraically closed fields, [6, 17.121. To my 
knowledge no classification-free proof of (cj was known before. 
3.12. Consequences of the Classification of Grid Bases and 3-Graded Root 
Systems. In [9] grid bases in root systems are classified up to isomorphy. 
Consequently, grid bases of tripotents are classified too. As a result, we 
have the 
(A) GRID BASE CLASSIFICATION. Every connected grid base of tri- 
potents is exactly one of the 7-types defined in (3.6.5). 
Since every 3-graded root system has a grid base, the classification of 
grid bases also gives a classification of 3-graded root systems. The result 
can be described in the following way: 
(B) CLASSIFICATION OF ~-GRADED ROOT SYSTEMS. Every 3-graded root 
system is isomorphic to (R(B), Q*), where g is one of the seven standard 
grids in Example (3.5.4). 
We point out that so far we have not made use of (A) or (B). We will 
now give some of the consequences of (A) and (B) for this section. Regard- 
ing the classification of cogs in 3.4., (B) implies 
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( 1) the map G” --f (R(b), a*) induces a bijection between the 
isomorphism classes of connected closed cogs and the isomorphism classes 
of irreducible root systems. 
Moreover, 
(2) every connected closed cog is isomorphic (as a cog) to one of the 
examples (3.54). 
We note that (2) also holds for grids and standard grids. In these cases, 
however, the result can be improved. First, we recall from Remark 3.7(a) 
that every standard grid is the standard grid generated by a grid base S? 
of tripotents. Moreover, if follows from (A) that every grid base of 
tripotents is realized in one of the examples (3.54). Hence, by 3.7(d), 
we have 
(3) Modulo signs, every connected standard grid is one of the seven 
examples (3.54). 
In view of 3.8, (3) yields a classification of grids: 
(4) Every connected grid is associated to one of the seven examples 
(3.54) 
This was also proven in [S, p. 891 using purely Jordan theoretic methods. 
Regarding the description of Jordan triple systems and Jordan pairs in 
3.9 and 3.11, (B) shows that the condition (H) is fulfilled for all 3-graded 
root systems. 
Denote by SP the category of finite dimensional semisimple Jordan pairs 
over a fixed algebraically closed field and by B the category of finite grid 
bases in root systems. By 3.11, every Jordan pair in JIP is described by a 
grid base in B, and, by 3.10, isomorphic grid bases give rise to isomorphic 
Jordan pairs. Conversely, we will prove in a subsequent publication that 
different grid bases in a Jordan pair $“ in JP are conjugate under the 
automorphism group of V. Hence, Jordan pairs in JIP are described by 
isomorphic grid bases, i.e., 
(5) there is a bijection between the isomorphism classes in JIP and 
in B. 
Consequently, (A) gives a new method of classifying finite dimensional 
simple Jordan pairs over algebraically closed fields-a classification which 
is known [6, 17.121. 
Finally, one can use (A) to give a different proof for part (B) of the proof 
in 3.7. Indeed, it is enough to consider connected grid bases with one 
length, i.e.. by (A) the examples (3.6.a), (3.6.d)-(3.6.g), and to prove for 
each example a corresponding “generation” theorem. This was done in [S, 
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II.2.6, 11.2.9, 11.2.12, 11.3.1, and 11.3.41. This method of proving part (B) 
was not used there, because we felt that a classification-free proof is of 
independent interest. This is all the more so, since the total length of the 
proofs in [S] needed for part (B) is much bigger than the (admittedly 
long) proof of (B). However, the theorems in [S, II Sect. 2.31 provide more 
precise information which seems to be necessary if one wants to prove the 
coordinatization theorems in [S, III]. 
Nore added in proof A summary of the results in [9] appeared in E. Neher, Systtmes de 
racines 3-gradues, C.R. Acad. Sci., Paris, Sir. I 310 (1990), 687-690. 
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